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Abst ract 

In recent years, the 1950s have made fiequent appearances in mainstream 

Hollywood film. This thesis examines how this post-war decade is represented and why 

it has resonance in North Amencan fïn-de-millemiurn popular and political culture. 

Remakes of 1950s texts, narratives set in the '50s, and films that visually and 

ideologically allude to the '50s are considered. While the majority of cinematic 

mobilisations of this past decade are informed by nostalgia, some films employ 

constructs of the decade metaphorically or atternpt to challenge the perception of this 

period as uniformly innocent, prosperous and stable. Often, the '50s that emerge in film 

are based on television and filmic stereotypes, suggesting that our memory of this 

particular moment of the past is in part based on accessible recorded entertainment. 

Whether or not 1990s films explicitly refetence the '50s as a source or inspiration, this 

complex era has a widespread presence in current visual culture. 

Key Words: nostalgia, film, 1950s, popular culture, American politics, millennium, 

propaganda, Hollywood, collective memory 
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Introduction 

Western culture is caught in nostalgia. Millennial anxieties, ecmomic and political 

iastability, and an ahost exponentid space-time compression are likely catalysts for re- 

visiting and re-creating one of our most valued comfort zones - the past. It is calrning 

because it is familiar, yet it is not familiar because we have experienced it. Aided by 

narcissism and self-preservation, our imagination manufactures a familiar past that is 

fmiliar precisely because it is subject to perpenial modification a .  refinement. Nostalgie 

recollecting is a selective hction that retrieves and restructures those pasts best equipped to 

deal with the present, discarding the evidence that the pest was once an uncertain friture. 

Nostalgia has been discussed in Marxia and psychoanaiytic paradigms, defined as a 

comrnodity that is pathological, therapeutic, and the "latest opiate of the people."' It is 

considerrd a melanchoïic yearning to r e m  home and a pleasurable reminiscence that 

idealises experience. It has k e n  called a "desire for collective identificationm;* bbculturally 

stnichrred experiences, interpretations, and performances of the self": ''the desire for 

desire": "yesterday's cultivateci nonconformity emerging as today's acclaimed 

conf~nnity";~ "an awareness that something pas4 while desired c m o t  be regaineci, except 

- - -  

' Yiannis Gabriel. "Organisational Nostalgia - Reflections on 'The Golden Age'," Emotion in 
ûrnanisations, ed. Skphen Fineman (London: Sage Publications, 1993) 120. 
' Wendy Wheeler, "Nostalgia Isn't Nasty: The Postmodrniishg of Partiamentary Democracy: Altmd 
Ststes: Postmodeffllgm and Political Culture, ed. Mark Penyman (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1994) 
106. 
Joel Rister, Wn Conceptualishg the Cultural History of Emotiod aad Psychologicai Life in Am&&' 

inventinn the Pwcbolo~cal: Toward a Cultural Kistory of Emotiod Life in Arnerica, ed, Joel Pfister and 
Nancy Schnog (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997) 17. 
' Susan Stewart in D. Bassin, M. Honey, and M. Kaplan, Rmresentations of Motherhood (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1 994) 1 68. 

Fred Davis, Yeamian for Yestetda~: A Sociolow of Nostalma (New York: The Free Press, 1979) 42. 



by proximity in t h o ~ ~ h t " ; ~  "a valenced reaction to the consequences of events, focushg on 

consequences for the self';7 and the equivalent of utopia.' 

Perhaps the only conclusion that can be drawn with respect to nostalgia itself is 

that it functions on a variety of levels - as homesickness and as an idealising filter - and 

that while it claims that comfort lies in the pst, the real cornfort lies in believhg that its 

retneval is possible. Nostalgia continually filters out the negative aspects of the past and, 

by cornparison, marks the present as hadequate, insufficient or simply "worse," and the 

future as slightly better, only because it contains the possibility of revisiting yet another 

aspect of the past. Whether this is a coping mechanism or a pathology is unclear. 

Perhaps it is both. What is certain is that, as long as there is a linear progression of time, 

nostalgia will persist. In Baudnllardian terms, when viewed through the lens of 

nostalgia, the past is a sirnulacnim. It never existede9 When the past is replaced by its 

idealised reconstruction, it, as a "reality," disappears fiom one's consciousness: "it bears 

no relation to any reality ~hatever."'~ According to Baudrillard, "[wlhen the real is no 

longer what it used to be, nostalgia assumes its full meaning,"" and people simply yeam 

for a reality that cm only exist within the imagination. 

Guglieho Bellelii and Mirella Amatuiü, "Nostalgia, immigration, and Collective Memory," Collective 
Memorv of Political Events, ed. I. Pennebaker, D. Paeq and B. Rime (New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum 
Associates Publications, 1997) 214. 
' Pennebah 214, 

Keith Tester, The Life and T'mes of Postmodcmity (London: Routledge, 1993) 64. 
Y Ch, 81 lem "masks and perverts a basic reality". Jean Baudniid, "nie Precession of Simulama," 
Postmodernism: A Reader, ed. Thomas Docherty (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993) 196. 
'O Baudrillard in Dochaty 197. 
" BBUdrillard in Docherty 197. 



One of the most potent vehicles for the imagination is film. Susan Buck Morss 

employs a McLuhanesque metaphor when she refers to film as a 'prosthetic organ."12 

She cites the ewmple of war to explain that it is only on the cinematic screen that war, as 

an event, can be conceptualised and viewed.13 Likewise, the screen provides aa 

important opportunity for visually representing mnemonic forays into the pst. The 

nostalgia that infoms an individual's personal (and collective) memones also tends to 

inform the constructions of the past in film. Past events become simplified, filtered, and 

refmed. They are altered to relate to and reflect the present. The filrnic conventions of 

Hollywood fùrther alter an already edited version of History. That film enables 

audiences to identiQ with characten on the screen ofien results in a view of history that 

seems to be without cause or consequence, a history created and experienced by only one 

or two individuals. Furthemore, the entertainment value of mainstream films b i t s  their 

possible resolutions. Triumph, or at the very les t  closure, is expected. which means 

complex historical narratives need to be truncated. Even documentary film, such as 

C m ' s  24-part series on the Coid War, suggests that a phase of history (still very much 

part of the present) ended almost a decade ago. 

Films produced duMg the 1 990s that recreate the 1 950s seem especially 

vulnerable to the tendency to shplify. Most transfonn a very complex decade into a 

homogeneous constnict. Many see the '50s as a social and political mode1 to be 

emulated, as evidenced in recent North American conservative rhetoric and mandates. 

" Sec Susan Buck Morss, The Cinema Screen as Prosthesis of Perception: A Historical Accouo~" in 
Nadia Seremetakis, The Senses Still: Percebtian and Merno? as Material Culture in Modem&. Boulder: 
Westview Press, 1994. 
l 3  However, in doing so, film gencrally repments war througli the eyes of one individuai, the protagonia, 
and thus distorts the collective experience of war in general. 



And those that criticise the '50s tend to criticise its nostalgie construction rather than the 

social, political, and cultural issues and institutions that predominated during the '50s. 

Films that attempt to reaffïm the present by drawing cornparisons with a somehow 

deficient past tend to parody the "innocence" and "perfection" of the '50s which only 

ever existed in film and television. Unfortunately, those that examine aspects of life in 

the 1950s, as opposed to a construction of the '50s, are few and far between. Not only do 

they tend to challenge current misconceptions about the p s t ,  they also prompt us to 

consider how the ills of the past persist today. 

Misconceptions perpetuated by the continual presence of syndicated '50s sitcoms 

suc h as Leave it to Berner, Father Knows Best, and 4 Three Sons are quickly identified 

as such by historians of the decade who seek to foregmund the heterogeneity of post-war 

North Amerka (and prirnarily the United States). Douglas Miller and Marion N o w a .  in 

their comprehensive survey, The Fiflies: The Way We Redlv Were, partition the '50s 

into three sections: (1) 1948- 1953. the "Age of Fear"; (2) 1954- 1957, the "Era of 

Consemative Consensus"; and (3) the "Time of National ~eassessment."'~ As the pend 

following the fust use of the atomic bornb. the "Age of Fear" has been characterised by 

its preoccupation with atomic power and potential destruction. A pathological obsession 

with Comrnunûm and the belief that Western capitalism was inherently good and would 

continue to fuel economic prosperity persisted in the rninds of most North Amencan 

people.15 During the "Era of Conservative Consensus," which was ushered in by the end 

l4 Douglas T. Miller and Marion No* The Fifties: The Wav WC R d l ~  Were (New York: Double Day 
and Company, 1977) 13. 
'' With the help of the news media, a belief that the link between Communism and Atheism and 
consequently capit&m and God (and thus a pmnatudpredeath salvation in the form of economif 
prosperity) was fostered. 



of the Korean war and the prosecutions initiated by Senator Joseph McCarthy, the 

burgeoning preoccupation with the Comrnunist threat levelled off while corporate and 

personal fiscal growth became a central tenet in Eisenhower's mandate? Domestic 

politics were concemed with preserving tradition and even included a tendency to look 

back to the "Roaring '20s." This shifl away from earlier agendas of change was aided by 

the institutions of church, school, and family. Miller and Nowak clairn that the crises of 

poverty, racisrn, sexism, and militarism were v h l l y  ignored, and that juvenile 

delinquency was regarded as the most severe social i11." International conflicts and 

increasing domestic unrest demanded attention during the "The of National 

Reassessment." The extent of racism, political corruption, a failing economy (the 

recession of 1958), and the superiority of the Soviet space program were fmally revealed. 

Thus, by the early '60s, people had begun to notice the effects of years of suspicion, 

conformity, repression, ignorance, and self-absorption. l" 

Noticing the disjunctive and prolonged character of the 1950s, Alice Jardine 

separates the penod into two eras. The "First Fiflies" ( 1 945- 1 95 5) was a '?en year 

configuration of clockworked, lockstepped simultaneity, which brought us nuclear 

j6  By "levelled off" I am not suggestiag a stasis in foreign policy and public opinion, but rather indicating 
the establishment and enûenchxnent of the Cold War ethic and em which has shce experienced periods of 
media obsession and neglect. 
l7 Milier and Nowak 1 5. 
I g  Signifiant events cited by Miller and Nowak include: 1950: Korear~ War, McCarthy's '205 
Communists" speech, b&g of segregation in some areas, Levittown and suburbia continueci work on 
the hydrogen bomb, bomb sheltm; 1951 and 1952: blacklisting and the witchhtuit (especially in 
Hollywood), anti-intellectuaiism, Nixon's "Checker'sn speech, Eisenhower's election, the B-52. TV Guide, 
paint-by-numk blitz, the 'leisure cIass'; 1953: pinnacle of the Red scare, the execution of the 
Rosenbergs, end of the Korean War, death of Stalin, growiog religiosity and conservath, 1954: broadcast 
of Amy-McCarthy hearings on television, Oppenheimer found guilty of "lack of enthusiasm", the TV 
dinner, Technicolor and CinemaScope; 1955: Disneyland, murder of h e t t  Till, arrest of Rosa Parks, 
death of James Dean, 1956: Suez Crisis, Ike re-elected, Elvis, television becornes ubiquitous; 1957: death 
of McCarthy; Congress passes civil rights act, Spumik, Bats;  1958: anti-atomic sentiment, youth march 



testing, Cold War rhetoric, the massification of television, the emergence of science 

fiction film, and the almost frantic domestic containment of women, homosexuals, and 

racial and ethoic rninoritie~."'~ Whereas the "Second Fifties" (1955-1965) are oflen 

discussed with respect to the growing influence of television and the seeds that would 

germinate into the late '60s counterculture, Jardine contends that it is the First Fifties, 

generally neglected by "progressive cultural and politicai theorists," that are resurfachg 

in the 1990s cultural ~ontext.'~ To an extent, 1 agree with Jardine. While litîle has been 

written conceming the complexities of this revival, the sheer ubiquity of the 1950s in the 

sentimentalising apparati of popular film, television, advertising, and fashion will require 

more in-depth analyses.2' However, the resurgence of the '50s in political arenas (in the 

form of a r e m  to tradition and "family values") has already provoked criticism nom the 

Films of the '50s are very much a product of the cornplexity and volatility of this 

decade. In fact, these films have since corne to be regarded as documentation of the 

"reai" pst-war period and serve, for many, as accurate reflections of the '50s. 1 will 

briefly survey how technological innovation and the social climate affected '50s popular 

culture. Not only did the advent of television initiate a change in the formal or stylistic 

elements of film, it also afTected its content. The introduction of television revealed the 

differences between the IWO media and thus stressed the inherent qualities and limitations 

- --- - - 

for integrad schwls, Galbraith publishes The Affluent Society, mession; 1959: trouble in Cuba, 
"kitchen debat en, Quiz Show scandai, s y n M c  penicillin (40 1 -4 16). 
l9 Alice Jardine, "Fiash Back, Flash Forward: The Fifties, the Nineties. and the Traasfomed Politics of 
Remote Coutrol." Sar* Agents: The Bpsenhera Casz McCarthvism. and Fifties Amerka ed. Marjorie 
Garber and Rebecca L. Walkowitz (New York: Routledge, 1995) 108. " Jardine 108. 
2' Sec Appendix 1 for a nlaîively eomplete list of 1990s fiims t h  meatc or invoke the '50s. 



of each." Until the development of television, the film industry enjoyed the fmmcial 

security offered by a reliable weekly audience. However, once screen entertainment 

became available in the comfort of the home, the film industry needed to formulate 

strategies to lure dwindling audiences back into the theatre? Film had to accomplish 

what television could not. Technological innovations included the introduction of the 

wide-screen format (CinemaScope, Zoetrope etc.) and Technicolor in 1954. These in 

t u n  affected content: the wide screen capnired the expanse of nature and thus narratives 

generally unfolded in the great outdoors. Furthemore, Technicolor functioned as a 

sipiQing tool for film by indicating the genre. Although colour was fiequently used to 

lure people away fiom their monotone televisions, it also tended to characterise the 

"epic." "adventure." or "rnelodrama" while black and white was reserved for representing 

serious subject rnat te~ '~ 

The prirnary factor iafluencing the content of film and television during the '50s 

was the political climate. Fear of being labelled ''un-American" during the McCarthy 

era, a label that entailed the professional death and physical incarceration of a filmmaker, 

resulted in the release of countless films with very similar narratives and ideological 

Nina Leibman outfines sevaal of these diffmnces including contuluity vs. tuiality, program length, and 
the site of reception. Nina Leibman, Livina Room Lectures: The Fifties Familv in Film and Television 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1 995) 44-6 1. 
?-' An emphacis on the home as thc site of leisure activity fkrher ceinforcd this trend. The desire for 
soldiers retuming h m  the war to start a family, the governent opoasored ettcmpts to displace the women 
in the wodâorce with returning soldiers, thus retuming them to the home, and tbe dramaîic inmase in the 
number of indivicluais owning their own homes aü helped this renun to the private sphere. 
24 Nina Leibman expands on the implication of the wide-srreea fomiat: 'families in nIms are at the mercy 
of the great outdoors, their narrow personal visions at odds with the distractions of nature, their hennetic 
psychological world contrasting with the vastuas of the psychical worId.. . [and] M y  members were 
isolated h m  one motha &cross vast CinemaScope plains or visuaily distortcd apartments" (66,73). 



positionings." Certainly, some filmmakm atîempted to transgress the narrow defuition 

of suitable subject matter but usually to no avail. Many of the controveaial films 

produced were refused distribution rights and banned. As Miller and Nowak explain, 

"With few exceptions, fifties films, rather than leading cinematic art in exciting new 

directions, continued to crank out the same old kitsch - bigger and splashier than before, 

but seldom better."26 

This '50s practice sheds some light on why 1990s revivals of 1950s culture 

generally present the post-war era as homogeneous. Because many 1990s films tend to 

mobilise filmic constnicts of the '50s instead of attempting to grapple with "realities" of 

the 'SOS, the '50s appear in '90s films as simple and onedimensional. Thus, it is not the 

'50s per se that have resonance in fui-de-millennium culture, but constructions of the '50s 

genenited in response to repression and conformism which are repeated in subsequent 

cinematic incarnations as reflections of the "real" '50s. Ironically. Basturd Out of 

Carolina, one of very few films that attempted to address the darker side of the '50s. was 

banned by Ted Turner when he learned of its content. He prevented its release on many 

of the same grounds of "acceptability" instituted by the Production Code during the '50s. 

Yet, films that constnict favoumble or parodic views of the '50s have enjoyed box office 

success. In addition to clever marketing strategies, I believe the interest in the '50s may 

be attributed to several factors. 

Those in positions of power and with the economic resources to produce films are 

a Tbe Production Code was also a h t o r  that iimited the type of subject thai could be addrcssed or the 
language use& For example, abortion and homosexuaiity were pmscried, as were profanity and 
blasphemy. 

Miller and Nowak 327. 



the baby boomers of the 1950s. In keeping with the nostalgie impulses of the 1990s, 

they are in a position to revisit and recreate their youth. Furthemore, the high cost of 

creating a motion pichire is a major determinant. Given theu accountability to 

shareholdea, it is no longer economically viable for a production Company to experiment 

with film by taking risks that may or may not turn a profit. Instead, studios rely on 

narrative formulas that have been tested. Sequels are made only when the original 

succeeds at the box office. Gina McIntyre States: "A new trend was bom: Classic 

chmcters and TV series of days gone by suddenly began appearing on the silver screen, 

repackaged with the oh-so-modern feel. With the pop culture vaults opened wide, 

producen eagerly began looting treasured titles, snatching up fondly remembered 

favourites [. . .I.''~' She explains the economic viability of nostalgia films: "Anytime you 

cm appeal to hvo different markets at one the ,  like young adults and older audiences, 

then you've got a good formula for success at the box The cornputer generated 

special effects and occasional camp quality of these films appeal to the youth, while the 

"older audiences" are permitted to recapture an aspect of their own idealised adolescence. 

The '50s are not the only decade experiencing a revival in the 1990s. The release 

of 54 and The Wedding Singer are examples of interest in the '70s and '80s respectively. 

However, 1 have chosen to examine the presence of the '50s in the '90s because they are 

being mobilised not only in popular culture, but in political culture as well. Whereas the 

novelty of disco is often the focus of f h s  reviving the '70s, poodle skirts and diners 

seem intertwined with political ideology in films documentkg, citing, recreating, or 

- - - 

" Gina McIntyre. 'Deja View: In Today's Hollywood, Everything Old is New Again," Cinescaue 4.2 
(1998): 59. 
a McIntyre 61. 



dluding to the '50s. Enveloped in such political ideology are seemingly harmless 

notions of "family values," "innocence," or "prosperity." However, as evidenced by 

Republican mandates in the United States and Progressive Conservative and Reform 

mandates in Canada, "family values," when translated into policy, are ofien nothing more 

than a euphemism for racism, sexism, and homophobia. Likewise, promises of a '50s 

style of prosperity raises the questions: For whom? At what cost to others or to any 

existing social safety net? 

A number of other variables determine my corpus. 1 focus on mainStream 

Hollywood film that was produced with profit in mind and enjoyed success at the box 

office. In doing so, 1 hope to respond to Noman Friedman's request that scholarship 

examine box-office successes and consider the influence they may have on their viewers: 

"As a body, these box office champions for the rnost part celebrated traditional values 

and v h e s  of family loyalty and unity, paîriotism, ûue love, religious faith, optimism, 

courage, bravery and honesty. Whatever impact they and other high grossers have had 

singly or collectively on Arnerican conduct and culture remains to be scr~tinized."~~ As a 

result, 1 am not concemed with questions of intentionality or authorship, but rather with 

what in the final product draws an audience and maintains its interest. There are also 

rnany films that would seem appropriate for this discussion but that, for a variety of 

reasons, are not addressed. My selection of films is based on the way they visually and 

politically mobilise the '50s. Some were selected on the basis of how the 1950s were 

very consciously evoked, while others were selected for the ways in which the '50s 

Norman Friedman, "Theory Number Two: Studying Film Impact on Americaa Conduct and Culture," 
Joumal of Popular Film 3 2 (1 974): 1 77. 



permeated the narrative and mise-en-scènes but were never directiy referenced a s  a 

source or inspiration. Whichever way the '50s were useci, they had to be a consistent part 

of the film, thus excluding seemingly appropriate blockbusters such as Forrest Gump. 1 

also tried to select films that signified the '50s by employing (predominantly fihic) 

stereotypical notions of gender and gender roles. Thus, questions surroundhg politics 

and patriarchy inform the analyses of the films I have selected. 

Chapter One, "More 'SOS than the 'SOS," examines Starship Troopers as an 

exampie of how a literary text written in the 1950s is remade or translates into a visual 

cinematic language in the 1990s. Diabolique and GodzilIa are also briefly considered as 

remakes that foreground gender and politics respectively. Chapter Two, "Constnicting 

and Deconmcthg a Canon," looks at films set in the '50s. Going Al1 the Wqy serves as 

an example of a nostalgie recreation, Bastard Our of Carolina as a criticai recreation, and 

Ld.Confdentia1 as a text that partakes ambiguously of both. Going Al1 the Way is 

selected over more obvious examples such as lnventing the Abbotts because it relies 

particularly on gender stereotypes to evoke the '50s. Chapter Three, "Colouring the 

Imaginary," deals with other ways in which the '50s are utilised. Swingers documents 

life in the '90s incarnation of a '50s social scene while The Truman Show assembles '50s 

cornmodities, costumes, and the prototypical post-war suburban neighbourhood to create 

an "ideal" but fabricated world in contrast to the %ai" world. Although PIeasantville 

differs £iom these first two examples in that it manufactures a '50s sitcom world and 

consciously addresses issues of politics and gender skiaed by Swingers and The T m a n  

Show, al1 three films employ colour and specific colour schemes as signifiers of the '50s. 



Chapter One: 
More '50s than the 50s 



A fascination with the 1950s is evident in the number of 1990s remakes that have 

enjoyed success at the box office. Some, like Diabolique (1996), remain faithful to the 

original by preserving the script, filmic environment, and general mise-en-scène. Actors 

Sharon Stone and Isabelle Adjani even bear a striking resemblance to Simone Signoret 

and Vera Clouzot in Henri-Georges Clouzot's 1955 original. However, it is not director 

Jeremiah Chechik's ability to constnict the sylvan milieu of the private school as a viable 

'90s s e t h g  that is significant, but rather the 1990s' embrace of a prototypical 1950s 

noirish narrative. The wife and mistress of an abusive man, Guy, plot his murder. Mia, 

the wife, is demure and reticent, the antithesis of Nicole, her aggressive CO-conspirator. 

When the body disappears, Mia's guilt consumes ber to the point where she believes she 

sees Guy wandering the halls of the school. Eventually she meets her supposed victim 

and dies from fiight; it is a shock that her weak heart cannot endure. Guy was never 

killed but, with the help of Nicole, had orchestrated this scheme to inherit Mia's fortune. 

However, an inspecter overhean the elaborate plan and arrests the murderers. 

What is characteristically 1950s about this film is the potential for any seemingly 

vimious wife to be swayed by her inherently treacherous nature and the systematic 

punishment of women who abandon their husbands.' Though the circumstances (abuse 

and adultery) permit the audience to sympathise with Mia, they do not justify her actions, 

nor exempt her h m  the inevitable and necessary punishment of death. Nicole's 

punishment, prison, is less severe for several reasons. First, Mia's crime was one against 

her husband and thus against the sanctity of mamage, while Nicole's crime was 

See Nina Leibman's discussion of "evil women" and the punishment of 1950s film mothen who do not 
meet the narmwly defined standards of theh role in Chapter Six, "Boys and Guis Together." Nha 



perpetrated against another woman. Second, Nicole and Guy are similar in that they are 

both aggressive and belligerent, which enables them to dominate Mia. Therefore, it is 

fitting that they share the same fate. Third, whereas Mia plotted against her husband 

because he abused her, Nicole tolerated Guy's assaults and plotted only for the money. 

We must deduce that murdering an abusive husband is worse than murdering a woman 

for her money. 

Although there was an effort in some 1980s films to create awareness about 

spousal abuse and violence against women, narratives that condone or uncntically 

represent abuse continue to warrant screen t h e  and achieve financial success in the 

1990s.' Like their 1950s counterparts, 1990s fernale characten who are careerist, 

psychotic (careerism is usually depicted as a form of psychosis in women), adulterous, or 

tend toward either extreme of the virgidwhore dichotomy are more severely punished 

than men exhibithg similar behaviour. Examples of this include The Temp ( 1993), 

Forrest Gump (1 994), ib@ Best Friend 's Wedding (1997), and To Die For (1 995). 

Another tradition revived fiom the 1950s is the extreme rnarginalisation, if not exclusion, 

of women fkom the narrative. Consider the 1997 remake of the 1957 film, 12 Angry Men. 

The more substantial roles for women in recent box office successes such as Good WilZ 

Hunting ( 19971, Air Force One ( 1997). Con Air  ( 1997), Men in Black (1 997) 

Independence Day (1 996) Armageddon ( 1 W8), and The Rock (1 996), are those of the 

victim or peripheral love interest. These films receive linle criticism for their 

exclusionary tactics because, in addition to overwhelrning the senses with visual 

Leibman, Living Room Lectures: The Fifties Familv in Film and Television (Austin: Univefsity of Texas 
Press, 1995). 

Sec for exampie îhe 1988 fih The Accused 



spectacle, they enact other fihic fantasies of personal success, military prowess of the 

nation, and triumph over the criminai element. More importantly, they emulate the 

prevailing conservatism and Puritanism that encourage both the retuni to traditional 

gender roles and the marginalkation of women in the public realm where these spectacles 

unfold. 

M i l e  the narrative of Diabolique is consistent with recent tendencies in 1 990s 

filmic constructions of gender, other remakes appropnate particular aspects of the 

original that have resonance in fi-de-millennium politics. The destructive and 

remoneless enemy capable of transforming pastoral idylls (the beauty of nature) and 

modem cities (testaments to human innovation and achievement) into desolate post- 

apocalyptic ruins, and people into soulless shells, is featured in the 1990s versions of 

Go&ilZa ( 1998). The Puppet Musters (1 994), Attack of the 50 Foot Woman ( 1993), and 

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1 993). 

The case of Godrillu is intriguingly postmodem in bat, as a copy, it has no 

relation to the onginal beyond a purely surface comparability: a large sea dragon destroys 

a city. Furthemore, its history, specifically its statu and reception since the 1950s and 

the reasons for its conception, have been dismissed. The poorquality claymation in part 

responsible for its cult status in the B-movie science fictionhorror genre is no longer 

present as an identifier of the Godrillu series. This blatant reference to its fiction has 

been supplanted by seamless visuai effects. Moreover, Godn'llu is a simulacnim that has 

been invested with new signification that not only subverts the impetus behind its original 

conception but does so in a perversely ironic way. This monster no longer encapsulates 

the fears of atornic mutation in a post-World War II Japan but becornes the symbolic 



enemy of the country that devastated Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Consequently, the film 

appropriates and alters an idea from 1950s' cinematic lmguage, empties it of its history 

and meaning, and reinvents it as a symbol of current North American millemial anxiety. 

For the remainder of this chapter 1 will examine the film version of Starship 

Troopers, based on the 1959 book by Robert Heinlein. Though not a remake in the pure 

sense, this case provides an opportunity to address important questions. How does a 

1950s text translate into a 1990s visual language? What was preserved, what was 

discarded. and what was added? Why did certain '50s elements absent in the text surface 

in the film? What was more or less typical about the book for its era and what might 

have influenced its author? How was parody used by the filmmaker? How do the book's 

and the film's representation of race, gender, and political ideology compare? And 

fuially, why might the film be considered more '50s than the 'SOS? 

Directed by Paul Verhoeven, Starship Troopers (1 997) stars Casper Van Dien as 

Johnny Rico, Dina Meyer as D i z y  Flores, Denise Richards as Carmen Ibanez, and Neil 

Patrick Harris as Car1 Jenkins. It is set in a future where national borders no longer exist 

and "Arachnids" or "Bugs" fiom Klendathu threaten hurnmkind. Earth or "Terra" is 

under militaristic nile and only "citizens," those inhabitants who complete a two year 

term in the Federal Service, are qualified to vote. "Civilians," the remainder of the 

population, are virtually disenhchised. However, those over the age of 18 have a legal 

nght to enlist in the Service. While physical or mental abilities detemine a candidate's 

choice of position, o d y  those incapable of cornprehending the oath are reseicted fiom 

jouiing; f'tic patriotism has rendered recruitment unnecessary. 



Starship Troopers is the coming of age story of lohnny and his friends who, after 

graduating from high school, prepare to enlist in the Federal Service. Carmen is accepted 

into the Fleet Academy and Car1 qualifies for Garnes and Theory (rnilitary intelligence). 

Johnny's parents wanted him to attend Harvard and disown him when he becornes a 

member of the Mobile Infanhy. Set against the backdrop of interstellar war, the 

remainder of the film charts Johnny's maturation as he realizes what it means to be a 

citizen. In observing the genenc formulas of the science fictionladventure genre, most 

characten meet an untimely yet heroic end, the protagonist overcomes al1 obstacles and 

assumes a position of authority and responsibility, and the enemy's plans for world 

domination are thwarted. This plot is revealed through segments of insipid and 

melodramatic dialogue interspened throughout a veritable "gore-a-thon" that employs 

video game aesthetics. 

Loosely based on Robert A. Heinlein's 1959 novel Starshi~ Troopers, the film is a 

hundred million dollar visual spectacle, showcasing the most recent developments in 

spececial effects technology. The majority of reviews praise this accornplishrnent in 

engineering and either relish the quasi-fascist and militaristic overtones, or disrniss the 

nanative as satire, applauding its so-called clever humour, claiming that it is supposed to 

be ridiculous3 (Fig . 1). Starship Troopers references 1 950s melodrama, war films, 

science fiction "B" movies, and anti-Communist propaganda clips. Yet, the film as a 

whole cannot be classified as a parody. Satire plays no role in the representation of 

certain poiitical elements, nor in the latent implications of the philosophies asserted. 

See for example Paul Tatara's srticle "Review: Fascist 'Starship' Troops Lacking in hny:' CNN 
Showbiz Online, November 1 1,1997 ~httpYl~r~~.~comlSHOWBW9711/1 I/review.starship. 
t=='opets>. 



Curiously, the few elements of Heinlein's text preserved by Verhoeven are generally not 

the object of ridicule. The selective en.ûanchisement in the quasi-fascistic world 

described in the book is neither criticised nor adulterated by hyperbole. Johnny's quest to 

become a citizen is evidence of his sincere detennination to be deemed "Worthy" by his 

society. Only small isolated fragments of the film become targets for satire. These 

inchde certain characters, behaviours, and events. 

The central characters are cartoon-like while the secondary ones are easily 

classified within film stereotypes. Close-ups of Johnny and Carmen during melodramatic 

moments reveal theu large eyes, blinding white teeth, and the unnaturd symmetry of 

their faces. Makeup and exaggerated facial contortions further enhance the cartoon 

quality of the emotions they e ~ ~ e n e n c e . ~  The stereotypes portrayed by remaining 

characters include Breckenridge, the physically colossal yet vacuous fârm boy; Zim, the 

merciless and savage drill instmctor betlowing orden and insults; Ace, the squad 

prankster and wag; and Carl, the gaunt and stoic military scientist outfitted in an SS-style 

trench coat and cap (Fig. 2). Near the beginning of the film we witness the central 

characten at the prom and their final high school football game. The sporting event takes 

place in a school gymnasium crowded with impassioned and hystecical students. As 

Noarn Chomsky would suggest, their hyper-enthsiastic dedication to the "home team" is 

simply practice for the jingoism required (and soon demonstrated) in wartime and in 

remaining a passive and obedient citizenry5 With the exception of the scale and 

technological mastery evident in the light show, Verhoeven's prom scene is constnicted 

. . . . . . - - . - 

J W e  the expression of joy or confùsion is UnfaiIingIy exaggerated, there is a chiîiing lack of teaction to 
the dath  and dismembennent of both fellow soldiers and family. ' Noam Chomsky, Secrets, Lies and Democracy (ïuscon: Odonian Press, 1994) 52-54. 



according to the formula found in most "teen movies." Dizzy, who has always desired 

Johnny, hal ly  declares how she feels, Johnny approaches his teacher to express his 

appreciation and ask for advice, and Carmen whispers in Johnny's ear: "my parents aren't 

home tonight." Carmen's ove- is uncharacteristically wholesome in cornparison with 

1990s teen movies such as Cruel Intentions (1 999) and thus serves as one of many 

references to 1950s social codes and cultural conventions. 

Perhaps the most blatant references to 1950s cultural products are the pmpaganda 

shorts appearing sporadically throughout the film. Designed as commercials for the 

inhabitants of Terra, these moments intermpt the continuity of the narrative for the 

viewer. The behaviour displayed by children in the shorts on the Federal Network 

"parody" World War II propaganda films and 1950s antiCommunist reels. The fmt, 

entitled "Join Up Now," pans a crowd of soldiea confidently stating 'Tm doing my 

part." In what is presumably a reference to the Hitler Jugend, a young boy of about ten 

with blonde hair and blue eyes steps out in full military attire holding an assault rifle and 

happily exclaims "Me too!" as othen giggle with delight. In "Do Your Part," maniacal 

laughter fills the streets of an otherwise tranquil suburban neighbourhood as children 

violently squash bugs. In "A World that Works," soldiers approach a group of children, 

aged approximately between six and ten, and ask: "A fully automatic Monta.. . Who 

wants to hold it?" The children jump up and down shouting "Me! Me! I do! Me!" The 

namitor inte jects: "Citizen rule. People making a better tomorrow." Subsequent h e s  

depict a soldier teaching a child how to aim, youngsters eagerly grabbing bullets fiom a 

soldier's cupped hands, and children playfully tugghg on an assault rifle as soldiers 

watch with proud satisfaction. 



Although the propaganda shorts as well as certain characten and scenes clearly 

reference elements characteristic of (but not lirnited to) popular and documentary films of 

the 1950s, 1 do not believe that they are parodies in the pure sense of the word. 

Characters and scenes in Sturship Troopers do not reference particular characters and 

scenes fiom past films, but rather the idea of a 1950s pretty-boy hero or the sexual 

innocence of a 1950s prom long since abandoned in the teen movie genre. Furdiemore, 

while elements of the film connote the 'SOS, they do so without commentary. The film 

offen no judgement on what it revives, it simply constnicts characters and scenes as 

images that allude to a familiar (visual) pas.  In avoiding representations of actual 

individuals or events fiom the 50s (to serve as references or targets for satire), the film 

prevents history fi-om informing or interfering with its allusions to or constmctions of a 

ps t .  For example, although the ethics of the confrontation between Johnny and Zander 

over C m e n  (Le. the decision to disregard rank and the representation of the fight as 

healthy and necessary) is characteristic of the altercations in Rebel Without a Cause 

(1 955) and From Here to Etentity (1 953), the absence of any specific reference to either 

film prevents theu history and associations (Le. James Dean's iconic statu or Burt 

Lancaster's infamous love scene on the beach) from informing the audience's reception. 

The result of this strategy is a scene that simply feels "fifiy-ish." 

Consequently, 1 will argue, assuming for a moment that parody and pastiche are 

poles on a continuum, that Starship Troopers occupies a cornfortable middle ground. 

Fredric Jarneson defines the relation between the two: 

Pastiche is, like parody, the imitation of a peculiar or unique, idiosyncratic 
style, the wearing of a linguistic mask, speech in a dead language. But it 
is a neutrai practice of nich rnimicry, without any of parody's ulterior 
motives, amputated of the satiric impulse, devoid of laughter and of any 



conviction that alongside the abnomal tongue you have momentarily 
borrowed, some healthy linguistic normality still exists. Pastiche is thus 
blank ..]! 

Although scenes in Srmship Troopers may not have ulterior motives in the sense of 

creaîing awareness or criticising the object of satire, its revival of the 1950s is not a 

neutral practice. Rather, the film empties its construction of both positive and negative 

connotations. It aeither prornotes not cnticises the fascism it represents. The propaganda 

shom may seem ridiculous, but they are not constructed to emphasize the absurdity of 

children carrying weapons, nor are they constructed to present weapon wielding children 

as a standard to be emulated. In seeming ridiculous, often to the point of being 

perversely humorous, they also fail to satisQ the requuements of pastiche; they are not 

"devoid of laughter." Alone, these pr~paganda shorts occupy a certain cornfortable 

middle ground where they simply present without judgement. This vagueness allows the 

audience to interpret the scene as they wish while allowing filmmaken to disclaim 

responsibility either for supporting fascism or for criticising i t  Yet within the context of 

the film these shorts cannot remain neutral or devoid of meaning. They are informed by 

a number of factors that seem to suggest that the film (however slightly) condones the 

fascism represented. FUsf the film respects the conventions of its genre by allowing 

good to triurnph over evil. Second, the society that they reflect is efficient and stmctwed. 

Third, J o h ~ y ' s  developrnent into a mature responsible adult is the result of his 

internalishg of the values of Terra. Though seemingly neutral, these propaganda shorts 

reflect the ethic of a society represented as good and thus, by extension, their subversive 

potential and parodic status are denied. 

FrCdric lameson, Postmodernism or. the Culhiral Loeic of Late Cmitaüsm (D~~ham:  Duke University, 



Another factor that contributes to the film's 'SOS feel is the colou scheme. 

Scenes documenthg the main characters' final days of high school reveal a student 

populace dressed in solid rich primary colours or slight variations thereof. Although the 

tricolour jackets are likely part of their school uniforni, teal, crimson, forest green, dark 

yellow, ultramarine blue, and black proliferate. While somewhat lighter, dresses wom at 

the prom are also only solid colours. When juxtaposed with minimalkt intenor sets of 

geometric shapes and a limited palette of predorninantly dark grey - and lit with either 

harsh white or red light - the effect is similar to the mise-en-scche typical of late '50s and 

'60s science fiction film(Fig. 3).' By this tirne, Technicolor had lost some of its artifcial 

neon quality and colours.' Another element that signified this cinematic era was the 

tanned or orange glow of the skin of most white actors. The white of the eyes and teeth, 

usually accentuated by pronounced make-up, contrasted with the skin and caused the face 

to stand out h m  the background of deep hues. 

That the metaliic equipment was dark grey instead of a luminescent silver - which 

tends to denote a fiturist sening in many of today's films (e.g. Men in Bkuck) - gives the 

film a "low tech" feel reminiscent of early colour science fiction film (Fig. 4). Although 

the digital effects are searnless, the space ships, the interior of the federal building, the 

weapons, and the compound on the Bug planet appear antiquated in a future of 

interstellar travel? Additional visual similarities between post-war science fiction and 

Starship Troopers include: the scale of the desert battle scenes which echoes late 1950s 

. . -. - 

1995) 17. 
' Sec for example the interior shots in Moon Zone Two (1970). 
~ o m p a r e  for example the 1956 6lm Invasion of the Body Snafchers with the 1968 tilm PZm>er of the Apes. 
in contrast are the %gh tedi" pmsthetic h b s  worn by Mobile Màntry survivon such as Mr. Radczak. 



biblical epics (e.g. Ben Hur [1959] and The Ten Commandments [1956], the contrast of a 

vast bright blue sky with uniformly coloured battle attire, Bugs, and terrain; and the use 

of oversized insects (Fig . 5). 'O 

A cornparison of the film and book will provide additional insight into how the 

'50s were perceived and commented on by Heinlein and how the '50s were mobilized as 

a constnict by Verhoeven. However, fmt, 1 will summarise Heinlein's text and suggest 

some possible sources for it. According to James Gifford, Robert Heinlein wrote 

Starship Troo~ers as a response to Eisenhower's decision to consider a "unilateral 

cessation of nuclear weapons testing, based on a Soviet promise to make it joint."' ' 
Heinlein was angered because he did not tmst the Soviet Union and, when they reneged 

on their promise, he "wrote Starshio Troopn in a white-hot fury."12 His resentment of 

Communism is evident as the Bugs were meant to embody the communist threat. Under 

the control of a single brain bug, they display a hive mentality, are nithless and relentless 

with little regard for their own, feed on the brains of humans, and seek to destmy the 

"civilised" world. These were comrnon traits ascribed to the Communists in popular 

American film and Iiterature such as Heinlein's eariier work, The P u ~ ~ e t  Masters (made 

into a film in 1994), and the 19% film Invasion ofthe Body Srnichers (remade in 1993). 

Although the novel charts the development of Johnnie Rico fiom "spoiled rich 

kid" to responsible citizen in much the same way the film does, there is far more 

ernphasis in the book on the curriculum of the "History and Moral Philosophy" class that 

'O The use of oversivd insects in nIms such as m m !  (1954) represented atomic fears of mutation. 
" James Giffard, ''ne Nature of the 'Federai Service' in Robert A. Heialein's SImship Troopers," Robert 
Heinlein Rwurces 1996 <http://www.ns.netl-gifford/AP/fedrlsvc.pdf.>. 
l2 Gifford apag. Heinlein and his wife founded a .  organisation called the "Patrick Henry League" in 1958 
to "dnmi up support for the US. nuclear testing program." 



he attends both in high school and during officer's training.'3 Lectures and debates 

explore such topics as the ideals of the citizen, violence, punishment, discipline, moral 

conditioning, and why society collapsed at the end of the twentieth ceatury. Except for 

the "dmps" on the "Bug Planets," combat procedure and events are rarely described. As 

Johnnie matures and begins to intemalise the doctrines and beliefs of his militaristic 

society, Buenos Aires is destroyed and his mother killed. What Johnnie does not redise 

until later is that this event has tninsfomed his father's value system. Though Mr. Rico 

had previously opposed Johnnie's decision to enter the Federal Service, he now enlists 

himself and willingly fights under Johnnie's command. 

This "awakening" on the part of Mr. Rico reflects a tendency in 1950s films to 

constmct youth as the source of inspiration and their parents as rnorally deficient. Given 

that the target audience for this film is under thirty, Nina Leibrnan's comments about 

1950s melodrama are pertinent h e d 4  She States that 'Vie voice of rrason was located in 

those very characters with whom the target audience could identify, and so feel flattered 

by the implication of its own moral s ~ ~ r i o r i t ~ . " ' ~  This was the case with such films as 

Rebel Without a Cause (1 959 ,  A Sumner Place (1 959). and Peyton Place ! 1957). The 

youth in Starshi~ Troopen - Johnnie, Cari, and Carrnen - are the ones that nobly 

sacrifice their lives for citizenship and their planet. Johnnie remembea his teacher's 

words: "Citizenship is an attitude, a state of mind an emotional conviction that the whole 

'' in the nIm lohmy is speiied with a ÿ', while in the novel it is spelled with 'ie." 1 will prrserve the 
Iling of the medium that I am refeffing to at the moment. 

hThere has been some dirussion conKming the "targetn audience of this fiim. Although Heinlein -te 
the book as one of bis series for youth, it was eventuaily published as an adult novel. As for the film, it is 
rated R and thus those under eighteen are restricted h m  viewing it, Yet, it is undaubtedly pitctied t o w d  
a young, presumably male, audience. 
l5 Leibman 8 1. 



is greater than the part [...] and that the. part should be humbly proud to sacrifice itself that 

the whole may live."16 This recoliection convinces Jobnnie to "go career." 

Lessons fiom "History and Moral Philosophy" comprise a significant amount of 

Heinlein's novel. Though they give the reader clues about the reasons why "Terni" has 

changed and evolved in the ways that it has, they also give us a very important insight 

into the era in which Heinlein pemed his book. As a result, they provide us with an 

opportunity to compare the '50s Heinlein comments on with the '50s constructed by the 

film. According to Heinlein, "History and Moral Philosophy" is "exact science."17 He 

states that the problem with the hventieth century was the absence of a "scientific theory 

of morals."" This reflects a 1950s fascination with science and the attempt to trar~sform 

otherwise qualitative research into quantitative fact. Psychology was one such discipline 

that attempted to establish itself as a science. Another attempt, primarily orchestrated by 

Margaret Mead with anthropology, involved the adoption of functionalism by the social 

sciences. Betty Friedan explains: 

[. . .]functionalism began as an attempt to make social science more 
'scientific' by borrowing fkom biology the idea of studying institutions as 
if they were muscles or bones, in ternis of their 'structure' and 'function' 
in the social body. By studying an institution only in ternis of its function 
within its own society, the social scientists intended to avert unscientific 
value judgements. '' 

l6 Robert A. Heinleh, Staishi~ Troo~ers (New York: Ace Books, 1959) 163. Alice Jardine commmts on 
the similarity between fascism and comrnunism in the '50s: "lt is extraorcünary to note the degree to which 
the right wing of the nintties has copied the organizational stnicture of the fifües Communist Party whose 
totaiitarian history it once so detested, dweloping broad consphtoriai strategies mimiag the very same 
ones it codd ody fulminate against forty years ago." Alice Jardine, "Rash Back, Flash Forward: The 
Fifües, the Nineties, and the Transformeci Politics of Remote Control," Secret Agents: The Rosenberg 
Case. McCarthvism, and Fifties America, ed. Marjorie Garber and Rebecca L. Walkowitz (New York: 
Routiedge, 1995) 108. 
" Heinlein 182. 
" Hellilein L 17. He continues; 'They did have a theory of mords and they tried to iive by it[. . .] but their 
theory was wrong - half of it fiizy headed wishhil thinking, haIf of it rationalized c h a r i a t a .  (1 17). 
l9 Betty Friedan, The Feminllie Mystique (New York: Laurel Pub tishhg, 1962) 127. 



This was the intention of B.F. Skinner. However, his book, Walden Two, shares 

with Stmship Troopers certain perspectives that are atypical for most 1950s cultural 

p d u c t ~ ? ~  For example, both texts deem fascism and disenfhchisement  prerequisites 

for order and happiness and promote (an albeit suspect) gender equality. While o d y  

citizens in Heinlein's text may vote, Skinner asks: "Do you think we'd be so foolish as to 

vote half one way and half the ~ther?"~' Both Walden Two and Starshi~ Trocmers use 

gender equality to signify the future. Skinner constnicted a society where housewifery is 

industrialised, women are granted access to al1 occupations, and raising children is a 

comrnunity effort. In Heinlein's S t a r s h i ~  Troooen, Carmen eams the top math scores, 

women are pilots, and the commander of the fleet is fernale.= Curiously, Verhoeven's 

translation of these elements into film resulted in the suppression o f  Skinner and 

Heinlein's more progressive aspects. 

In fact, curious changes h m  book to film and even from script to screen embody 

1950s notions o f  gender and sexuality that even Heinlein avoided. Thus, 1 will argue 

that, in many ways, Starship Troopers seems even more '50s than Sîarship Troowrs. 

20 Though Skinner wrote Wddm Two in 1948, he claims in the prefae to the new edition that it was the 
1950s that "saw the begianing of what the public has corne to know as behaviour modification." B.F. 
Skinner, Walden Two (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1948) M. He adds that when it was first 
published, "one or two distinguished critics took the book seriously, but the public left it alone for a dozen 
years" (vi). Thus, it was not util the end of the 1950s - the t h e  when Heiniein wrote Starshi~ Troo~ers - 
that Skinner's book becarne popuiar. 
2' Skinner 183. 

Despite these developments. a power hierarchy remains very much in place. Work rrmaiiis gendered, 
access to certain positions continues to be denieci to women, and unlike their male counterparts, female 
cbaracters are regarcid as semial abjects. In Walden Two, secretanal, service, and child-rearing 
occupations are held by women, and the ability or inability of women to perfonn such tasks is noted (see 
pages 61,66, 122, 123, and 134). Skinner also held the widely accepted belief that deviance in children 
was often the fault of the mother. Betty Friedan comments on the pst-war trend to biarne the mother: "It 
was suddenly discovered that the mother could be blamed for almost everything. Ln every case history of 
troubled chiid; aicoholic, suicicial, schizophrenic, psychopatfiic, neurotic adult; impotent, homosexual male, 
ûigid, pmmiscuous f d e ;  ukenius, asthmatic, and otherwise distiabed American, couid be found a 
mother" (1 89). Concomitant claims of gender equdity arc made in Starshi~ Troouers and yet Heinlein 
c o n t i n d y  regards women as sexual objects h r  men's visuai pleasure (see pages 27,124, 157 and 204). 



What 1 mean by "more '50s" is more cliché in terms of using those elements that are a 

part of a collective nostalgia for the 1950s, including certain simplified stereotypes, 

actions, images, and dialogue. The scene most cited as evidence of gender equality 

depicts the men and women of the Mobile Infantry showering together? Although one 

might interpret this shower scene and the presence of women in the Mobile Infantry as 

evidence of a greater gender equality than Heinlein had envisioned, many other factors 

suggest otherwise. Though it is never clearly stated, one can assume that Verhoeven 

preserved Heinlein's notion that women made the best pilets." Carmen Ibanez excels in 

aviation and gains a reptation for her talents. However, while there is no mention of a 

male pilot in Heinlein's text, Zander is Carmen's flight instnict~r.'~ Somewhat Uitngued 

by Zander during high school, Carmen's attraction to hirn increases concomitantly with 

his status in the Fleet Academy. She leaves Johnny, likely prompting the audience to 

sympathise with him and mistrust her. However, Carmen's desertion allows Iohnny to 

realise that, although his initial motivation for joining the Mobile Infantry was his love 

for her, he stays out of loyalty to the militsry aims of the state. Carmen, on the other 

hanci, is shply a careerist willing to make any sacrifice to achieve her goals. 

Carmen's seemingly selfish motivations are what allows the audience to accept 

George Powell comments: "[.. .lit's set in a iûture where women and men are completely equal. d o m  to 
co-ed showers in basic eaining end plenty of femaie starship cornmandm and politi&.l lead&." George 
Powell, 'Qood, Violent Fun With Bugs," San Francisco Examiner Nov. 7, 1997 <http://www.sf~zate.com/ 
cgibin/article.~gi?fi1~1 examiner/archive/l997/ 1 lf07fWEEKEND282 1 .dtl>. 
'' Another change h m  script to xreen was the decision to diminate the baldness of the femaie piiots. 
Heinlein explaineci this as a necessary condition for pmcticai purposes ( i s .  the removal of possible 
obstructions) as did the script. However, Carxnen and Captain Deladier both retain a d e r  Full head of 
coiffeci hair. Because speci-al effects wodd have enabledthese actor's to keep their reaî hair, the decision 
was most IikeIy based on aesthetics; perhaps the producers felt that a bdd Denise Richards would not have 
enough sex appeal for a 1990s audience. 
Y ûne eurious change tliat occurred between script and saeen was the promotion of Zander h m  second 
chair to fïrst. Verhoeven decided that Carmen should not be Zander's iastniftor but his pupil. 



Dizy's relationship with Johnny. Although Dizzy was a skilled quarterback in top 

physical condition, she foregoes an oppomuiity to start a professional football career and 

joins the Mobile Infmtry. She is assertive and hpresses Sergeant Zim 50m the onset, 

causing others to comment on her suitability for squad leader. During a training exercise, 

Dirzy proposes and helps execute a strategy that enables Johnnie to "capture the flag." 

However, lohnny is promoted to squad leader as a result of this victory while her 

contribution is ignored. When Johnny feeis despondent, Ace reminds him that he "made 

squad leader on his own." Although initially upset, Dizzy appreciates the opportunity to 

have worked with Johnny, and is satisfied with king the stereotypical "woman behind 

the man." Later in the film when Johnny is again promoted because of some fwlishly 

heroic stunt, he is required to chwse an assistant. He fust asks Ace but when Ace 

refuses he asks Diuy who does not have a problem king the second choice and 

endiusiastically accepts the position. 

Dizzy had signed up for the Mobile Infantry because of Johnny, just as Johnny 

had signed up because of Carmen. Unlike Johnny, Dirty's motivations never change; 

she fulfils her duties but continues to remain a part of the troops in the hope of "getting" 

Johnny . They fmally do share a moment of intimacy but are internipted by their 

lieutenant who, upon discovering their indiscretion, gives Johnny an additional ten 

minutes. Shoaly thereafier DiPy heroically dies, whispering to Johnnie that it was al1 

worth it because "1 got to have you." Evidently, she succeeds in her mission, fùelled not 

by duty or the will to save humanity as Johnny is, but by sex. And while Carmen's duty 

to the state reflects Johnny's later values and motivations, the fact that she always holds 

her aspirations to be a pilot above her love iife renders her a careerist. Although both 



women exhibit sllnilar behaviour to that of Johnny, they do so inappropriately, 

excessively, or exhibit a poor sense of timing. Thus, they are flawed in ways that Johnny 

is not and he remains the soie "hem" of the film. 

Blake Lindsley's character, Katrina, may have had very few lines but she utters 

one that has far-reaching implications and reveals much about the nature of society in 

Starship Troopers. When asked why she joined the Mobile Infantry , she responds: 

"Because 1 want to have babies. It's easier to get a license if you've served." The 

implication is that, although one need not be a citizen to bear children, it is less likely for 

a civilian to receive the necessary license. The only known instance where a civilian 

woman is a mother is the case of Johnny's family. However, it is clearly established that 

they are extremely wealthy. Consequently, the supposed natural ri@ to bear children is 

denied to women unless they have served in the militas, and have internalised the value 

system of the quasi-fascist society or are members of a tinancially successfbl family. 

Johnny's mother is portrayed as a typical 1950s housewife. When Johnny 

graduates from high school she brings two glasses of champagne, one for Iohnny and one 

for his father, and watches them toast Johnny's success. She is the rnediator between 

Johnny and his father, atternpting to make peace when Johnny rejects his father's plan for 

him to attend Harvard. Nina Leibman states that in 1950s films "children don't worry 

about mother love; they are concemed that father make explicit his affection and 

10~alty."~~ Iohnny pleads with his father to accept his decision and ignores his mother's 

"now dear" attempts to recorde the family. Furthemore, there is even a hint of the 

oedipal jealousy that is so characteristic of 1950s texts. Although Johnny's mother tries 

26 Leibrnan 234. 



to be supportive, she evenhially exclaims: "1 hope you don? min your life over some silly 

Little girl who wants to look handsome in a uniform!" Thus, his mother's ody  opposition 

to his decision to join the Mobile Infimtry is rooted in her distrust and dislike of his 

(manipulative) girlniend. 

Another curious change fiom the book to the film that supports the notion of the 

film king more '50s than the '50s, was Vehoeven's decision to replace debating with 

football. Whereas football has long been featured in Hollywood films, debating has not. 

The 1950s saw the release of The Al1 Americm (1 953), Peggy (1 %O), Hold Thal Line 

(1 W),  and The Guy Who Came Buck (1 95 1 ) to name but a few. While al1 these 

productions foregrounded football, more often favourably than critically, I was unable to 

locate any 1950s films that even featured debating. The stereotypicd blonde-haired, 

blue-eyed quarterback that dates the cheerleader is a staple of 1950s melodrama, and to 

an extent, continues to permeate film today. 

Perhaps the most significaat difference between Heinlein and Verhoeven's texts 

however, is the representation of race. According to Nina Leibman, the 1950s was a 

period for film and television characterised by "ethic denial" and "ethnic repression." 

While concems about racism were vocalised, little practical progress was made. 

Although the outright racism of The BVth ofa Naion (1 9 15) and Gone With the Wind 

(1939) was not widely evident in 50s films, a more subtle yet sinister racism permeated 

the medium. Leibman States that "these films were in fact operathg to obliterate cultural 

distinction and its concomitant direat."" Themes included the struggle of characters to 

conceal or ignore their ethnic identity, heterosexual love as the means to racial 

" Leibman 159. 



assimilation, and the requirement that minority characters name their b4affliction."28 In 

analysing the question of racial representation in television, Leibman argues that 

questions of ethnicity were often ignored in the all-white environments, but that when 

questions of race were addresseci, programs presented "more of a salad bowi than [the] 

melting pot" seen in film.29 Starship Troopers combines these 1950s formulas of 

television and film in representing the 'other': television's b'wwhness" and ethnic 

infenonty is present, as is film's attempt to assimilate and 'breli.quish al1 connections to 

heritage." Curiousiy, this cornpliance with 1950s strategies is a characteristic of the film 

and not the book. To demonstrate how the film subverts Heinlein's attempt to construct 

racial equality, 1 will discuss the representation of the Latin protagonists and secondary 

characters, Djana' d, and the political and military leadership of Terra. 

The exact location of home for Juanito Rico, D i q  Flores, and Carmencita Ibanez 

is not revealed by Heinlein. Neverthetess, they are established as non-white?' Whereas 

Buenos Aires is rnentioned in the novel as the location where Johnnie's mother is killed, 

it is the home of the protagonists in the film. Terra is a world without borden, which 

leads one to expect a certain degree of racial harmony. However, if one thinks about it, 

one rnight also suspect bat  Terra has expenenced a chilling eradication of difference, 

considering that the rnajority of inhabitants of this South American city - or at least those 

who are fmcial ly  privileged - are white. Casper Van Dien and Denise Richards 

resemble the stereotypical white teenager of 1950s sitcoms and füm. Critic Paul Tatara 

See Lei- Chapter 5, T o w a  Plays." 
" Leibman 164. 
'O Arguments have ban made that Johnnie Rico is Fiiipino: "At tbe end of the book, Rico maka reference 
to [parnon] Magsaysay, a great Filipino h m ,  and mentions that bis fiunily's native tongue is Tagalog (the 
principle language of the Philippines)." "Frequentiy Asked Questions," Robert Heinlein Resources 1996 
<http://www. boondock.codrahrahfaq.htm#Q I >. 



aptly describes Starship Troopers as "MeZrose Place meets Trimph of the ~ i l l . " ~ '  

Minonty characters are also corutructed according to 1950s television standards: they are 

stereotypical in ways which are iderior to their white counterparts. For example, the 

main line of the one Latino character involves his explanation of behg accepted into 

Harvard but not enrolling because his parents could not afford the tuition. This contrasts 

sharply with Rico, whose parents wanted h h  to attend this institution. The situation 

suggests the stereotype of the poor Latino. In another case, Djana'd, a black woman with 

the Mobile Lnfantry, aspires to a career in politics. Although this can be interpreted as a 

more progressive moment in the film, her attempts to become a citizen fail. Afier Johnny 

instructs Breckemidge to take off his malfunctioning helmet, one of Djana'd's stray 

bullets accidentally kills him. Though Johnny is reprimanded and it is clear that this is in 

no way her fault, she leaves the Mobile Infaatry crying. iohnny considea leaving but 

accepts his punishment and continues his training. Furthemore, efforts are made by his 

superiors to ensure he remains in the Mobile Infantry because he barked that he Wanted 

to win," while no attempt is made to convince Djana'd to stay. Thus, the film irnplies 

that because she does not possess a certain stereotypically male quality - aggressiveness 

- she is also unfit for enfranchisement and political ofice. 

Vimially al1 the central charactea and the majority of minor roles are white. 

While such exclusion is typical of most Hollywood productions, it does not make sense 

in a fictional world without borders that supposedly enjoys racial harmony and equality. 

For the first part of the film, al1 positions of power are occupied by white characters. 

" Tatara n.pag. J i i  Byerley de~cn'bes Van Dien as %e chiseid prrtty-boy hem, who bears more than a 
pashg resemblance to a Ken doil." lm Byerley, "Starship Troopers," HBO Film Reviews 1997 
<httpY/www.hbo.com/ Filmreviews/reviews/starshipP troopers/shtmb. 



Arnong them are Sergeant Z h ,  Radczak, Sky Manhall Diemes, and Captain Deladier. 

There are very few minority characters with speaking roles: Bronski, Zb's adjutant 

sirnply administem punishment; 'Wurnber 4" on the Starship is a communications officer; 

a black woman has the position of corporal in Radzcak's Roughnecks - but is quickly 

injured, saved by Raàzcak, and replaced by Johnny; and Watkins is fnendly but clearly 

mentally unstable in battie. Toward the end when Johnny becomes a Sergeant, Ace is 

promoted to Corporal and Watkins assumes the d e  of adjutant previously held by 

Bronski. The only non-white to assume a position of real power is Tahat Maru, the 

replacement for Sky Marshall Diennes. Diennes, in an act uncharacteristic of the film's 

façcist tendencies, had accepted responsibility for his officer's underestimation of the 

Arachnids' defensive capabilities, a decision that had led to the death of many Mobile 

Infantry and Fleet memben. 

In conclusion, there were several changes made by Verhoeven that subverted the 

more progressive elernents of Heinlein's novel. The film's representation of race and 

gender reflect 1950s stereotypes more so than the book. Women are flawed in that they 

are either careenst or sexually motivated and incapable of reaching the level of selfless 

manrrity attained by their male counterparis. Additional elements absent h m  the book 

that connote the 1950s are the propaganda shorts. Like certain stereotypical characters, 

they do not reference a particula. collective memory nom the 1950s, but simply allude to 

a '50s subject.'* As noted, they are neither parody nor pastiche, but Mages with vague 

associations, often empty of meaning that gradually fil1 with "values" as the politics 

'' See for a m p l e  the 1998 print advertising campaigus launched by Slqy Vodka, Kemar, Kamel 
Ci-, and L'ûreai. 



asserted in the film becorne clear. Perhaps the only direct reference to the 1950s is the 

exclamation that "the oniy good Bug is a dead Bug." This echoes the McCarthyite 

slogan: "The oaly good Communist is a dead Communist." 

Why suggest a '50s in 1990s cinema that was absent fiom the original '50s text? 

And why not directly reference the '50s as a source?33 Perhaps there is a substantial link 

or c o ~ e c t i o n  between '50s rnelodrama and '90s comic book aesthetics that lends 

Starship Troopers an artificiality which justifies its politics and violence and imbues it 

with just enough camp quality to be trendy. Perhaps its "fifty-ishness" is recognisable, 

not as a reference to a decade, but as a reference to other aspects of curent consumer and 

entertainment comrnodities. Starship Trooper f '50s feel permits it a space among 

existing currents in popular culture such as syndication networks and advertising 

carnpaigns that hope io sel1 a product by selling an idea - generally a nostalgie consmct 

- of the 1950s. Perhaps its excessive rnilitarism and jingoism have a similar effect on the 

viewer as the one intended by Heinlein when he pemed the novel. In drawing this 

co~ection, 1 do not intend to suggest a conspiracy, but rather to point to the power of 

film. Heinlein wrote Starship Troopers to educate young men about morality, civic 

responsibility and duty, as well as the importance of defeating not only a physical, but an 

ideological threat. Countless internet sites dedicated to the film are evidence of 

Heinlein's belated success. 

" It is likely that the sparse ~ f m c e s  to '50s culture, such as the McCarthyite slogan, wî i l  be lost on the 
target audience of teenage males probably not M a r  with antilCommunîst rhetoric. 



Fig. 1.1 l o h y  (Casper van Dien) receiving punishment. Note the 
similarity of Tema's rnilitary symbol with that of the Third Reich. 
Source: Columbia Tristar Pictures, Starship Troopers, 1997 

Fig. 1.2 From left to right: Car1 (Neil Patrick Harris), 
Richards), and Johmy (Casper van Dien). Note Cari's SS-style 
\miform. 
Source: Columbia Tristar Pictues, S~arship Troopers, 1997. 



Fig. 1.3. Troopers prepare to battie the Arachnids. 
Source: Coiumbia Tristar Pictures, Stmship Troopers, 1997. 

Fig. 1.4. Carmen (Denise Richards) and Zander (Patrick Muldom) piiot a space 
vesse1 under attack by Axachnids. 
Source: Columbia Tristar Pictures, Stmship Troopers, 1997, 



Fig. 1.5. Bugs climb the wdls of a Trooper base. 
Source: Columbia Tristar Picmes, Stwship Troopers, 1997. 
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Chapter Two: 
Constructing and Deconstructing a Canon 



Heavy demands on the manufacturing and industrial sectors during the Second 

World War facilitated unparalleled economic growth during the 1950s. As a result, 

countless new products were created for the consumer and goals of subsistence - fostered 

during the depression era - were replaced by goals of accumulating property, beautiQing 

surroundings, and enjoying a life of secure employment and leisure. Many commercial 

innovations fiom this era are now nostalgic collectibles that embody abundance and 

economic fieedom. Items such as tail-fmed cars, diners, jukeboxes, poodle ski., and 

hats are also among the props employed to constnict a visual cinematic language - a 

canon of sorts - that connotes the 1950s. Through constant repetition in film, television, 

and print media, these objects have become entrenched as referents of a nostalgic view of 

this decade. What is important is not that these props were ubiquitous during the 1950s. 

but that they are recognised by a 1990s audience as signifiers of the 1950s. 

In fàct, constructions rarely mobilised in film often defined the decade for many 

of the 50s' witnesses. According to Kara1 Ann Marling, Paint-by-Numbers. Disneyland, 

Elvis, and the aesthetics of appliances dominated daily life in the '50s.' However, the 

'50s these suggest are often not the '50s selected for reproduction by some cultural 

producea. Perhaps Paint-by-Numbea is too tedious and fails to be instantaneously 

gratifjhg like video games and thus is unprofitable in any reincarnated fom. 

Disneyland presents itself as a constant immune fkom change (and the evils of the modem 

world), not the product of a specific t h e  pmne io outside influence or interference and 

the challenges issued by subsequent decades. Furthemore, it continues to be a favourite 

destination for creating childhood memones. Elvis is too subversive for most nostalgia 

See Kara1 AM Marling, AS Seen on TV: The Visuai Culture of Evewda~ Life in the 1950s (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1994). 



films to exist as a signifier of the 1950s given that his image suggests the seeds of 1960s 

revolution and is thus contrary to the "innocence" and "decency" preferred by certain 

cultural producers. Finally, while changing the design and colour of appliances on an 

annuai bais was feasible in an era with a relatively prosperous and nurnerous middle 

class, it is no longer feasible in a present which is marked by a middle class in numerical 

decline, unstable financ ial institutions, and dwindling job security . 

Several of the films analysed in this chapter start by offering the viewer a 

montage of images from the 1950s nostalgic canon.' Often. this snategy is used to reveal 

that the narrative is set in the 1950s as well as to establish the function assumed by this 

complex decade. That is, whether it is intended to signiQ repression and conformism, in 

which case the nostalgic tropes are used subversively or, whether it is intended to signify 

prosperity, tradition, and happiness, in which case the nostalgic tropes are mobilised at 

face value. Going Ai2 the Wuy (1997), the coming of age story of two young men, opens 

with a montage of illustrated scenes of excessively jubilant people enjoying a beer on a 

patio, playing in a cherry red truck on the driveway, and strolling by the corner store. 

ûther images depict a boy staring at a toy through a shop window, a rnodest suburban 

bungalow, a son and his parents admiring a new car, and a husband pretending to fish in 

his living room while his wife is shown the latest fashions by a friend. These images of 

leisure and everyday life in post-war America prefigure the film's concluding nostalgic 

view of the 1950s. 1 intend to examine how Going A11 the Ww visually and thematically 

employs a '50s environment with conquerable obstacles that permit two young men to 

mature during their formative years. This will be followed by a discussion of how 

Bastard Out of Carolim (1996) constnicts a '50s rarely seen in film. Finally, i will focus 



on how L.A. Confdential(1997) presents both a nostalgie and critical view of the '50s. 1 

have selected these three films nom a long list of 1990s film set in the 1950s. They are 

representative of the three main ways a '50s sethg is constructed: nostalgically, 

cntically, and ambiguously. In studying these three modes, I plan to elucidate how the 

'50s occupy a current f ihic  and political imagination; how the 1990s have inflected and 

sometimes transformed stereotypical representations of gender, class, and race; and 

generally, how the '50s are visually stnictured in cinema. 

The end of the Korean War, signs proclairning the evil of Communisrn, the 

perception of abstract expressionism as "new," and the mention of "Ike" in an issue of 

Newsweek during the fust few scenes of Coing All the W q  c o d m  the film's subtitled 

claim that the year is 1954. Nevertheless, visually, the film is rather inconsistent in its 

construction of the 1950s. Two-story brick houses with large windows of segmented 

panes resemble the sûuctures that emerged in many suburban aeighbourhoods during die 

1980s. A glas and wrought iron dining-room table seems ill-placed in an apartment with 

a plain wooden sofa table with thin legs and lamps with narrow stands. While the latter 

reflects the 1950s tendency for rooms to look "like cocktail parties attended by s w m s  of 

long-legged insects," the former appears more suited to a contemporary dwelling? 

Various fihning techniques also succeed in establishing a curious contrast 

between the 1950s and 1990s. While the majority of scenes are shot with standard 

unassurning angles that seem to deny the existence of the carnera (as was common in 

1950s rnelodrama), some scenes utilise inegular angles, speeds, and fighting common in 

1990s actionJadventure (e.g. Bad Boys [1995] and T m  Romance [1993]). For example, 

See for example Swingers and LA. Conjidewbi. 



the fmtage of Somy (Jeremy Davies) and Gunner' s (Ben Afneck) session of art 

photography has a grainy quality. The camera paces unevenly between photographer and 

subject, pausing momentarily on black and white compositions. Unstable camera angles, 

and fiequent jumpcuts to capture Somy nom a varies, of perspectives accentuate the 

protagonist's mania. in addition to harsh white lighting and competing echoing voices 

"in Somy's head," these filming techniques visually ernphasize his sexual anxieties. 

Somy's emotional trauma, brought on by the realization of his worst fears, is also 

accentuated by cinematic strategies that very literally suggest delusion and an inability to 

escape. Shot in slow motion, one scene involves Somy m i n g  in his undenvear down a 

darkened street. Though running away fiom his experience, he also seems to be 

attempting to escape the red and blue spot light beams that follow him. 

While these filming techniques - and a narrative focussed on a disturbed and 

awkward protagonist - succeed in composing a rather dark film, the objects that act as 

signifiers of the '50s perfonn a very different, yet influentid, fùnction. Because those 

items present tend to be objects of nostalgia - board games and magazines from a 

consumer perspective and the childhood bedroorn and football trophies €rom a personal 

perspective - they imbue what rnight othemise be considered a disheartening film with 

nostalgic potential. In other words, while the narrative relies on filmic stereotypes of 

dysfunction fkom the 1950s, the nostalgic objects function as visual indicators of the 

appropriate audience reaction to the story. The viewers' nostalgia for objects and 

experiences, as well as triumph over hardship, is intended to idem their perception of 

the characters. 

Marling 19 1. According to Mariing, fiuniture with long legs was intendexi to nflect the new desire for 
mobility. 



The film relies on stereotypical representations of gender to situate itself in the 

1950s. For Gunner and Sonny, theu coming of age scenario involves overcoming the 

psychological obstacles that their mothers and girlfkiends (relpresent. Sonny's mother is 

puritanical, frigid, controlling, meddling, and clearly in control of the family? Gunner's 

mother, on the other hand, is single, self-absorbeci, racist, and sexually aîtracted to her 

son (Fig. 1). The relationship between Mr. and Mm. Burns is sirnilar to that of Mr. and 

Mrs. Stark in Rebel Withour a Cause (1955) in that their sons' maladjustment (Le. the 

psychological disturbance that fuels Jim's need to rebel and the psychosis that rnanifests 

itself in the form of voices in Somy's head) is generally a result of matemal deviance, 

and specifically, according to Nina Leibman, the mothen' "possessiveness andor 

a~sertiveness."~ The young men are dishubed because they have been deprived of a 

"proper" nuclear environment. In both cases the father is dominated by the mother, 

resulting in the obliteration of paternal influence! Jim tries to rectify the situation by 

becoming the " father" of a surrogate family , while Somy fmds a proper male role mode1 

in ~unner.' Curiously, Gunner is not "harmed" by the absence of a father figure. His 

maturation into an independent, arrogant, domineering man, in contrast to Sonny's 

hopeless, awkward and somewhat disturbed character, cm be explained by their 

respective war experiences (Fig. 2). Gunner endures combat while Sonny remains 

' She recoiIs h m  the touch of her husband tells Sonny his likes and dislikes, and enlists îhe help of an ex- 
con-found-God to preach to Somy about the magnetism of evil people. ' Leibman 177. Se+ Leibman's discussion on Rebel W i t h m  u C m e  in chapters five aud SUL She anslyses 
the power dynamics in the film faniily and the resulting effects on the son. 
Jh becornes enraged by bis fathds subservience to his mother and Sonny has lost al1 respect for his 

father aod does not even bother to acknowfedge his presence or respond to him in conversation. ' See Leibman page 141 fot a discussion on how Jim, Judy, and Plato fom theû owa femily in response to 
the aberrance in th& home Me. Sonny also shares certain traits with Norman Page h m  Peyron Place. 
They are both &y, nervous, and quw, exhibitkg a certain social and sexuai awkwardness. Leibman 
points out that " N o m  Page, fiaxi h m  his homfically repressive mother, comments, 'As soon as I got 
away h m  my mother, 1 r e a b d  how wonderfui life was!'" (Leibrnan 209). Likewise, the audience ca.  



stationed at a desk in Kansas City. Thus, the experience of war offsets the damage 

infîicted by his mother's deviance. Presumably it provided an opportunity for Gunner to 

exercise aggressiveness, violence, and a whole assortment of other stereotypically 

masculine tendencies. He would have been tutored by a strong male authority figure, 

such as a lieutenant or captain, and thus have had, however briefly, exposure to an 

appropriate father figure. 

Girlfnends present additional yet surmountable obstacles for the two young men. 

Buddy, S o ~ y ' s  partner, has become a nuisance to him because her uninhibited sexual 

behaviour excludes the possibility of a challenge and precipitates boredom (Fig. 3). Like 

DeeDee, Gunner's girlfiend, Buddy wants a cornmitment and thus threatens to infringe 

on Sonny's fkeedom. Marty, Gunner's next partner, is acceptable because of her beauty 

and aloofhess. The challenge she presents to Gunner is augmented by her intellectual 

supenority, provoking h i .  to attempt to conquer her s e x u a l ~ ~ . ~  Gale, Somyts date for an 

evening is thoroughly heartless. Afier a hurniliating sexual experience, Gale is anything 

but understanding. This causes Somy to attempt suicide. Thus, Gale is constnicted as 

the evil seductress who uses her sexuality to taunt and torment the protagonist, an 

awkward and confused young man whose weakness makes him an easy target. 

A syrnbolic triumph over the men's "obstacles" that foreshadows theù eventual 

victory is represented early in the film. Sonny and Gunner attempt to manifest the Zen 

sense Sonny's relief as he relaxes into bis seat on a bus afler buying a one-way ticket to New York anci, 
more importantiy, away Eom home. 
%mer rrcounts for Somy: "1 try to snow her with intellemal shit. She knps shooting me down and 
every once in a while she's yawning. It's really pissing me off. She makes this crack about b o ~ g  people 
in the Midwest 1 just flippeci- I couidn't take it anymore. 1 just said exactiy whaî 1 thought. I didn't give a 
shit if she Iiked it or not. 1 just look4 right at her and said 'hey, look bitch, maybe 1 didn't go to school 
back east and i'm no eggtigad, maybe Cm just a dumb jock but 1 know a few t h g s  that you don't. Like, I 
know I'm going to fùck you, and 1 know you want it too." Mesmeriseci by the "sawy" of his role model, 
Somy eagerly asks, "and what did she say?" G w e r  proudiy responds: "She was jelly. Jelly." 



teachings of how to "observe" and "see" the world with a camera, specificaily 

thernselves, their environment, and two anonymous women. The anonyrnity of the two 

female subjects is preserved through the removal of their eyes from the composition. 

One, photographed nom her waist to her nose, is dressed in an evening gown and hat. 

The viewer's eye is drawn to the dark areas, namely her breasts and ber lips. Like the 

second woman, whose eyes are obscured by the edge of a car door window, she is 

objectified, reduced to her sexual parts, and prevented f?om retuming the gaze of the 

camera, Somy, Gunner, and the film audience. The only women that have any 

redeeming quality for Gunner and Sonny are the whores at the infamous Gladiola  ous se? 

However, they soon discover that this place no longer exists. This sets in motion a 

sequence of events that land both men in New York. Consequently, the ultimate way to 

escape the psychological damage of the women is not by finding "better" women, but 

dirough physicai escape. Thus, eventually, the narrative measures up to the nostalgia 

suggested al1 dong by the visual constructions of the film. At the enci, the narrative 

reflects the world created by perfectly polished cars meandering down tree-lined sunny 

suburban streets, childhood toys and garnes, pin-ups, dances and the ever potent music 

that functions as the ulthate nostalgic referent of a decade. It is a narrative of triumph 

over whatever or wbomever threatens individual fkedom. 

The 1996 film Bastard Out of Carolina confronts the gender stereotypes and 

rejects the nostalgic visual constructions that Going Afl the W q  relies on to suggest the 

1950s. Unlike most films set in the 1950s, Bastard Out of C a r o f i ~  represents a 

matriarcha1 working-class family stniggling with poverty (Fig. 4). This shatters the 

G m e r  describes them to Somy: "They're pretty, they're sweet, they're fami girls. Tney la you play with 
them. They talk to you, like you're a somebody, like it's a real date. That's what you neeâ., one of these 



illusion created by nostalgia-saturated cinematic reminiscences of a decade where 

everyone lived either in a suburban neighbourhood with manicured lawns or else in a 

small close-knit rural town usually Eree from haacial worry. The Boatwnghts live in a 

dilapidated wooden house with garbage and other objects strewn around the property. 

The 1950s are not signified by brilliant hues that rnimic early Technicolor productions, 

but by subdued and du11 earth tones. The visual composition of most scenes appear 

coated in dust and haze. Foliage is somewhat dry and brittle and wooden structures have 

surrendered their brownish tint to the elernents. The Boatwrights' truck is not the 

standard cherry red or even a damaged and dirty '50s truck, but a 1940s mode1 that has 

clearly lost its glossy finish and succumbed to mst. The use of a '40s instead of a '50s 

car adeptly signifies the inability of the farnily to keep up with the consumer trends of the 

decade. The roads they travel are not empty, scenic, or so safe that no one ever needed to 

Wear a seat beh. Witbin the first few moments of the film, two car accidents occur, one 

resulting in death.1° Poodle skirts, loafers, fancy hats, and suits are completely absent 

fkom the wardrobe of the main charactea. Fashions too, appear to be from the '40s rather 

than the '50s and often look threadbare and dirty. 

It is not that Bastard Out ofCarolina does not employ signifien to represent the 

1950s, but it utilises less well-known signifien that have not beea so adulterated by 

nostalgia. They are signifers that allude to a 1950s that was seldom represented in the 

media of film or early television. AAer all, family sitcoms such as Leave it to Berner, 

M j  mree Sons, or Futher Knows Best seldom grapple with poverty, violence, 

- - -  - 

oice sexy farm girls that treat you right." 
'O Thus. the film accuratdy captures a 1950s t h  bad pmportionaily more automobile tàtalities than the 
1990s. 



despondency, sexual and physical abuse, dcoholism, or the need for women to work. 

The '50s of 'wrfect" nuclear families as seen on television are rnuch better known 

because the images of it are reproducible and accessible through syndication, 

appropriated imagery, and collectibles that we are told signifj a "better" era." These 

images speak about economic prosperity and peace and do not reveal the limited extent of 

such bliss or the cost of it to othets. Accessing video footage of urban or rural poverty, of 

domestic and child abuse, and of brutality and violence, is much more dificult, in part 

because the '50s visual media preferred to ignore this aspect of life than to record it. 

Nostalgic films have created a canon of signifien that represent 1950s America and the 

more this canon becornes entrenched in collective memory, the harder it is to accept 

cornpethg representations of the decade. The few films that criticise the '50s do so by 

the parodying its perceived sexual innocence or the perfection of its fmilies and 

neighbouhoods. Thus, ironically, these films parody a current simulacnim of the 

decade; that is, they parody a nostalgically informed image of the '50s that the 1990s 

(and 1970s [Grense and American Graflt11, and 1980s [My Favorite Year]) have 

manufactured. They avoid issues such as the McCarthy witch hunts, limited fieedom of 

speech, dmg and alcohol abuse, and the "ability" of science to justify racism and 

misogyny. ' * 
Based on Dorothy Allison's novel, Basturd Out of Carolim traces the chiidhood 

of Ruth AM %one" Boatwright (Fig. 5). Her mother Amie (Jennifer Jason Leigh) is a 

- - -- 

" The image of father, mother, son, and daughter hes become a signifier of the '50s that is often npeated in 
print advertking to signie the happy normal farnily. It  has of course been used subversively in ad 
campaigns such as the one for Silver Jeans, but generally notions of prosperity, tradition, and balance are 
associated with it. It appears on the old TV repairman's truck in Plearmrville, a film h t  wiiI be discussed 
in the next chapter. 
12 Even certain films such as &ton Place tackled some of these issues during the 1950s. 



single working mother who ïives with an extended family headed by Granny (Grace 

Zabriskie). Like her mother, Bone is a "bastard." Concemed about image - more so 

because of societal pressure than anything else - Annie attempts to erase this label for her 

daughter. Although she is adarnant that 'ho man is going to tell me jack about how to 

raise my child," Annie believes that she needs a man '90 take care of us girls" and to 

provide an image of normalcy for the extemal world. However, Bone soon discovers that 

the cost of legitimacy is too high. Annie mamies Glen (Ron Eldard), a violent penon 

who both her mother and daughter mistrust. After he loses his job, the family sinks 

deeper hto poverty and Annie is required to prostitute herself. This mangement leaves 

Bone alone and vulnerable to Glen's increasing physical and sexual abuse. Annie also 

experiences Glen's violent tendencies and out of hopelessness and resignation rarely 

cornes to her daughter's defence (Fig. 6). However, after Bone has been beaten to the 

point where she can barely waik, Annie fmally takes her to a doctor. The doctor 

immediately recognises the situation, but can only watch in fiutration as Amie takes her 

home again.l3 Out of fear, perverse dependency, and love, and also perhaps an 

unwillingness to threaten the image of norrnalcy that a husband provides, Amie remains 

with Glen and sends Bone away. Bone's aunts give her advice and explain to her that 

Glen sees her as cornpetition for Amie's love and attention. Glen fmds Bone after Annie 

leaves him, threatens to break Bone's neck if she fails to convince Annie to r e m ,  and 

rapes her. Annie witnesses this and takes Bone to her car. Glen s*ins sobbing and 

apologising, banging his head against the car door, crying "kill me, kill me, kill me." In 

l3 The doctor's helple~sness exposes the audience to the other "darker" side of the 1950s where legal 
progr~ss made with respect t0 children's rights was not reflected in the prevaüing attitude that nothhg 
should interfere with parental ri-. The Christian Coaiition's Contract With the Amerkm Family, 
scripteci by sdvocates of the right that continuaiiy refcrence the nostalgie version of the '50s as one we 



an act that reveals the extent of Annie's dependency, she reaches out of the car window 

and hesitantiy strokes the top of Glen's head. n i e  film concludes with Bone returning to 

her aunt's house and her mother eventually paying her a visit to give her a birth certificate 

stamped "legitimate." At this point, Bone redises that she both hates and loves her 

mother for her actions and for the role mode1 she is. 

The majonty of femaie characters are kind, strong, independent, and supportive. 

Annie exudes compassion and fierce determination, but at times also demonstrates 

vulnerability and insecurity. As the story progresses, though, her will weakens and she 

grows increasingly docile and submissive. This is not represented as a simple change in 

attitude, but a deeper, psychological transformation. At tirnes, she seems almost robotic. 

When she acquiesces to Glen's demands, especially when he tells her they are moving, 

her response sounds progmmmed and automatic. Like Aunt Ruth, she embodies a sense 

of defeat, as though through marriage she has no choice but to follow the script written 

for her. Unlike the women in Going Al1 the Wq, whose faults and evil nature are 

represented as biologically innate, Annie's faults are represented as the tragic result of a 

woman who, unlike her mother and sisters, was in the end too weak io defend herself 

against the social pressures of her cultural context. She was affected by the stigma of 

illegitimacy, consumed with how this appeared to others and how it would affect Bone's 

stanis and opportunities. 

Bastard Out of CarolUlo represents the 1950s as a period where concern with 

one's image and status bordered on obsession and the pursuit of convention and 

conformity was destructive. It shows the irrationality of such aims and the potential for 

shouId attempt to reconstnict, is Iobbying Congress to in- parental pnvifeges and lessen the state's 
ability to intervene in family nstters. 



an individual to succumb to a "mob mentality." Annie's fear tbat people would discover 

that Bone was a "bastard" echoes the fear that people experienced when threatened with 

the label "~ommunist."'~ In a similarly extreme fashion as the fiiends who accused 

fnends of communism to assure others of their own patriotism, Annie tolerated Glen 

partly because of her delusional dependency and partly to achieve the appearance of a 

legitimate nuclear fmily. That Bone was a "bastard" and that Annie's present husband 

was a psychotic and violent rapist, was a reality that could be concealed fiom outsiders. 

Mers would only see a mother, father, and their children. 

The notion of presenting an "image" is even more important in L.A. Conjidentiaf. 

Here, the image is both a facade and an ideal; a desirable appearance is presented until 

"reality" fmally matches it. Directed by Curtis Hanson, L.A. Confdential gradually 

reveals the degrees of involvement of police oficea, prostitutes, actoa, and politicians in 

corruption and crime in 1953 Los Angeles. Sergeants Jack Vincennes (Kevin Spacey ), 

Bud White (Russell Crowe), and soon to be Detective Lieutenant, Edrnund Exley (Guy 

Pearce) are three distinct characters that uncover the machinations of Captain Dudley 

Smith (James Cromwell) and his CO-conspirator, pimp and mogul Pierce Patchett (David 

Straitham). Theu plan is to fil1 the vacuum in organised crime and drug wcking 

created by the arrest of mobster Mickey Cohen. Arnong Patchett's enterprises is a 

prostitution ring where the employees have been surgically altered to resernble movie 

stars. Lynn Bracken (Kim Basinger) is the "Veronica Lake" who falls for Sergeant Bud 

White, thus providing the necessary romance. This perverse business is the one topic that 

scanda1 magazine editor Syd Hudgeons (Daxmy DeVito) does not feature in his tabloid 

'4 One film that aaually deait with this specific fear and represented the '50s rather criticaily was Citizen 
Cohn (1992). 



Hwh Hwh. His reason for avoidhg the topic is the fact that he had been complicit in 

setting up a scandalous photo opportunity between Exley and Bracken for Captain Smith. 

The complex plot involves a murder at the Nite ûwl Café where a former police 

officer, relieved of his duty for his role in assaulting Mexican prisoners on Christmas 

Eve, and a "Rita Hayworth" are among the dead. The police frame three black men for 

the crime on the basis of their arrest record in full knowledge of and the pervasive racism 

of this era that would prevent anyone fiom questioning their involvement. Although the 

black men are innocent of this crime, they are guilty of kidnapping and repeatedly raping 

a Mexican girl. Sergeant White discovers the girl shoots one of the mpists without 

questioning him, and plants a gun in his hand. An early scene reveals White's penchant 

for assaulting men who abuse women, a behaviour resulting h m  the experience of 

witnesshg his father beat his mother to death with a tire iron. 

T k c r  G l m  nrrn+i.mn+;rrnlt., P m + . r h I : . r L a m  Air m r r + : . r - + ; A . i . r .  -Een-L -1- A - r - U l r L -  :- r 
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rather Freudian way childhood expenences or personal idiosyncrasies that detemine the 

character of the adult. Exley's quest is for "Rollo Tomasi," a fictional name he gives the 

killer of his father, and those who think they cm "get away with it." Although he is the 

one character who attempts to "follow the book" and act morally on almost every 

occasion, his fierce careerism and selfishness prevent audience identification. On the 

other hand, Jack Vincennes, so fbelled by his desire to have more than an advisory role 

on the Dragnet spoof Badge ofHoionor, has forgotten his initial reasons for becoming a 

police officer. This realisation prompts him to commit his nnt selfless act: saving a 

young man. However, the realisation cornes too late, as does his attempt to help. The 

man he tries to "save" is Man Reynolds, an aspiring young actor whom he had previously 



arrested in the spotlight of Hudgeons' Hush Hush cameras (Fig. 7). Matt, an employee 

of the prostitution ring, is hired by Smith and Patchett to sleep with District Attorney 

Ellis Lowe (Ron Eh). They had hoped that through blackmail Lowe's cooperation 

with their criminal plan would be guaranteed. However, Smith and his henchmen (who 

execute nearly every player in this narrative) are fiaally shot by Exley and White. Those 

that do survive are Exley, who once again talks his way into a promotion, and White and 

Bracken who leave Los Angeles for Bisbee, Arizona. 

The film L A .  Confidential is based on John Ellroy 's 1990 novel of the same 

m e .  Presumably, Ellroy was referencing the "Confidentials" that sprouted in the 

1950s, and are often seen as the beginning of tabloid journalism. Originally a series of 

four volumes CO-authored by Lait and Mortimer in L 948, these scanda1 sheets focussing 

on urban corruption were populuised through the Kefauver hearings. Will Straw 

mtp!giqt <hl? ~~~~~~r l&f=zv-?. cf Tppzer~ee, "!%_n Cnr a-a - = knnb YYVDI *n ,w mi* r Y C  hi- A b a 1 s A  h *Y 

sleep, picked up a copy of Chicago Confidentid, and was shocked into action by the 

revelations it contained."" Kefauver organised a cornmittee to examine American cities 

for evidence of bureaucratie and police corruption. This publicity led to an increase in 

circulation for the tabloids, which in tum led to a proliferation of films on the subject. 

Like the texts, these films routinely included a city's narne in the title. Straw explains 

that "the incorporation of city names within titles has become a recognizably entrenched 

means by which producers daim a link to an emergent cultural formation centered on the 

exposure of urban vice and ~riminalit~."'~ 

'"u Straw, "Urban Confidential: The Luid City of the 1950s," in The Cinematic Citv, ed. David C. 
Clarke (London: Routiedge, 1997) 1 15. 
l6 ~f taw 118. 



The portraya1 of the city as the site of social decay retains certain elements offilm 

noir. Popular during the 1940s and the early part of the 1950s, this genre is often dehed  

by its ''theme of anxiety and alienation in a meaningless, hopeless, compt, criminal or at 

least momlly banknipt world."" Although Straw does not classi@ the "Confidential" 

films as noir, he claims they "mark the passage fiom postwarfilm noir to new cycles of 

cinematic e~~loitation."'~ L.A. Confdegtial occupies a unique place in film history, in 

that as a 1990s product it quotes from the "Confidential" tradition andfilm noir, while 

incorporathg elernents of 1950s filmic representations of Hollywood, and characteristics 

of both a 1990s nostalgie and critical view of 1950s Arnerican society. Investigating how 

the film visually and thematically mobilises the 1950s requires the articulation of its often 

cited comection with film noir. 

The majority of early scholarship discussesfilm noir almost solely in ternis of its 

Whitney States: 

Thefilm noir style c m  be neatly summarized as expressionistic realism, a 
combination of expressionistic lighting and composition in a realistic 
urban environment. The role of lighting is to create shadows that hide and 
light that reveals. A min-soaked, night-tirne cityscape is the archetypa1 
film noir setting. Claustrophobia and a sense of being trapped is 
ûansmitted through the use of fiequent high angle shots, tight hming, 
and few open exteriors. Off angle compositions and strange camera 
movements are often used to undennine stability.lg 

However, Whitney does attempt to offer some possibilities for classification by revishg 

Raymond Durgnat's "The Family Tree of Film noir." He offers four popular themes - 

bourgeois crime, crime, the law, and private detectives/adventurers - and identifies 

" John S. Whitney, "A Filmogmphy of Film noir," in loimial of Po~ular Film 5.3,4 (1976): 321. 
'* Straw 113. 
l9 Whitney 32 1. 



certain character types that recur throughout the genre. Within the category ''the law" 

(defined as ". . .films noir that have a protagonist comected with the business of law 

enforcement. Frequently the lawman is distinguished fiom the criminal only by a 

he descnbes the "noir cop." This appellation is reserved for those who "are 

probably the most consistently obsessed and driven figures.. . loners who hate crime with 

a terrible passion that is usually motivated by some past event.. . [and who] at times 

mirror the criminals they h~nt."~'  

Though remarkably different, Bud White and Edmund Exley epitomise this 

characterisation. White, motivated by his mother's murder, becomes violent at the mere 

suggestion of women suffering abuse at the hands of men and often resorts to rather 

unlawful methods. He plays Russian Roulette with an alleged criminal to extract 

information aad unquestioningly acts as Captain's Smith's "muscle for hire" d e r  being 

any means. Ed Exley, motivated by his father's murder, is manipulative enough to 

advance his own career in order to surpass his father's, but at the same t h e ,  he 

unquestioningly respects the law. While Bud White represents one extreme in that, like 

many of his colleagues, he willfully ignores procedure and abuses his authority to achieve 

resuits, Exley interpets the law so literally that for him, the means are al1 important and 

the end negligible. He risks the scom and hatred of his fellow oficers when he eagerly 

testifies to their involvement in a prison riot, because he realises that his cwperation will 

secure him a promotion. The only other officer willing to do so is Jack Vincennes and 

Whitney 322. 
2' Whiîney 322. 



only after bis role on Badge of Honor is threatened - a blackmailing strategy which Exley 

suggests to Vincennes' superion. 

Another character that seems "noi~-ish" in certain respects is Lynn Bracken, the 

"Veronica Lake" prostitute. David Considine States that "[nloir women are defined by 

their sexuality, which is both desirable and dangerous, combining temptation with 

treachery"" Dale E. Ewing Jr. concun, but adds that they usually c m o t  be placed in 

the familiar roles of the "wifê," "mother," "daughter," "lover," "mistress," and 

b'whore.'" Bracken is a prostitute but, unlike the "Rita Hayworth," has not undergone 

surgery, nor does she seem willing to do so. She is soft-spoken and sweet in her "role," 

especially when around Bud White. Yet, when setting up Exley, she is manipulative, 

assertive, and vulgarly seductive, fully conscious of her control over him. She is a "small 

tom" girl who had hoped to succeed in Hollywood in order to retum to her childhood 

"daughter" as  well as between the "mistress" to her clients and "mother" and 'hife" to 

Bud. A certain schizophrenia also exists on a slightly deeper level in terms of how the 

film constnicts her as a woman living in 1950s Amerka. She exudes the glamour of a 

Hollywood star; she is mysterious and elusive in the anonymity of her sweeping, hooded, 

silver-trimmed black cape (Fig. 8). She is the sexuai and treacherous creature that 

manipulates men in general and Exley in particular, just as the audience is finally given 

an opportunity to identify and sympathise with bis plight. And though capable of such 

control, she weakens as her relationship with White develops and even~ally becomes his 

22 David M. Considine, 'The Decline and Possible Rise of the Movie Motherin Joumai of Poouiar Film and 
Television 13.1 ( S p ~ g  1985): 9. 
* Dale E. Ewing Jr., "Film noir: Style and Conten&" Journal of Po~ular Film and Television 16.2 (Summer 
1988): 64. 



dutiful and supporiive partner who betrays him only because she thinks it will ultimately 

help him. She is also the Little girl with dreams of stardom who hugs a hand-embroidered 

pillow fkom her youth and ha l ly  realises and accepts her "natural" role as wife and 

mother. 

As a result, Lynn Bracken embodies not only the sexuality of noir women and the 

stereotypical farniliar v h e s  of 1950s gender roles, but also the qualities of a liberated 

and occasionally autonomous female character who is strong enough to act and morally 

"good" in many respects. Her morality and decisiveness are quite atypical of 1950s 

Hollywood cinema. Bracken's character is an example of how the film attempts to biur 

the lines between its appropriation of 1950s fihic constructions, 1950s nostalgie and 

cntical constructions, and those elements in the 1990s resembling the 1950s - present 

signifiers masquerading as or claiming a connection to the past. Though not particularly 
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relationship dl meet the standards of typical 1950s f ihic  stereotypes that foreground the 

deviance of women. Represented uncritically, this is a farnily where the father figure is 

absent. Although fathers were not expected to involve themselves in the rearing of 

children to the same degree that mothers were, it was often discussed in popular 

magazines that the presence of the father was required to offset the potential damages that 

an overprotective, working, sexually active, or negligent mother could inflict on her 

children. Susan Lefferts' mother seems mentally unstable. Whether her husband is dead, 

has left her because of her condition, or her mental illness is a resutt of his leaving, 

remains unclear. Nevertheless, the absence ofa father, an unstable mother, a poor 

familial relationship (she has not seen her daughter since last Christmas), and her 



daughter's delinquency (she is a prostitute) render both these women deviant The 

rernaining female role in the f h  is that of a victim, the Mexican girl kidnapped and 

raped by the black criminals. 

Except for White's "white knight" tendencies which are personally motivated and 

at times mocked by his fellow officers, filmic and societal constructions of gender are 

rarely cnticised in the film. Traditional gender constructions are even perpetuated in the 

Hayworth example. Perhaps more disturbing is a sadly undeveloped and superficial 

critique of 1950s racism. The film attempts to address the "real" politics of the era by 

exposing how the police frame black men for a crime they have not commited. In this 

pretivil rights era, a "guilty black person" simply confms racist preconceptions. The 

captain knows that no one will question either their arrest or police motives if the black 

men are shot. Similarly, in the aftermath of Bloody Christmas. the only reason Exley is 

wbat procedw nquires, not because they have committed a morally reprehensible and 

racially motivated crime. Despite the obvious disgust that the audience is expected to 

feel at the sight of these acts committed by the police, the fact that the cnminals belong to 

racial rninorities accentuates the corruption of the police, rather than the sinister racism 

and intolerance so prevalent in 1950s Amenca. In other words, while one of the subjects 

of the film is the racism of the period, the film does not address the ways in which that 

racism was hscribed in the filmic practices of the 1950s, where racial minorities were 

more often than not represented as criminals. In fact, L.A. Confzdential further 

reinscribes this racism by suggesting that the tbree black men were shot by Exley because 

the Mexican rape victim led him to believe that they had committed the crime. Thus, the 



white protagonist is partially exonerated while the female victim, who happens to be a 

member of another racial minority, is partially blarned. 

1 agree with David Serret that "creepy is the fact that every single female and 

racial-minority character is a low-life of one kind or an~ther . "~~ Although this form of 

racism is used to create a sense of period authenticity, a more critical view of the 

situation would have represented either the years of persecution and discrimination 

suffered by innocent people or, at the very least, their rneagre oppominities for success, 

which generally meant that crimes were committed either out of necessity or as a 

response to oppression. In this film, the black characters do not suffer economic 

hardship; the three criminals and their "snitch" own houses. Furthemore, there is no 

indication that they are acting against oppression. Instead, it is implied that their 

crhinality stems fiom sornething else, perhaps a psychological disturbance. The 

"sr?fc'' is 2pprczch& + ~ e  p U c t  kn jg ;=ceskg 2 bbsFeV YYg," :hiC!: 

suggests a tendency towards violent sport or behaviour. We learn that his brother is 

incarcerated and due to be released in 1970. A prison sentence of at least seventeen years 

indicates that his brother has committed a severe capital offense causing persons h m ,  

and not the% fraud, or minor h g  traficking. 

Although the black men who were W e d  had criminal records, the extent of theu 

unlawfil activities is extreme. They are involved in kidnapping, t o h g  and raping a 

Mexican girl, h g  traficking, escaping fiom jail, resisting arrest, as well as shooting and 

kiliing police officers. Moreover, the moral depravity of one suspect is again confmed 

by his hobby of shooting dogs because "dogs got no right to live." The Mexican prisoners 

24 David Senet, "LA. C~nfidntial~" The Dut Chear, Movie Rcview 1997 ~http~I~~~.f i lmseouts.com/ 
reviews(la-conf.asp>. 



in the Bloody Christmas riot are represented in much the same way. The pretext for their 

arrest is their aileged assadt of two police officea, a tale that becomes greatly 

exaggerated as it is repeated in the precinct. Although this moment is one where police 

racism and bmtality are repulsive, the Mexican prisoners are not represented as v i c h s .  

After White pulls his partner off one of them, the prisoner starts shouting at White, ûying 

to provoke him. White refrains from retorting until the Mexican says "yeah, fick your 

mother." Though it is not fully explained by this point in the film, the audience is aware 

that sornething must have happened to White's mother during his childhood. Thus, when 

White begins to k a t  the prisoner, the audience fmds it perversely justified. Hence, his 

violent actions seem less outrageous than they might othenvise have seemed. In a 

review, David Walsh comrnents on the film's authentic recreation of the period. He 

States that "there is hardly a hint in Hanson's film of a genuine protest against corruption, 

?r,irz, "pidi? c=: se&. CA= L.Li., P f % ~ ,  !ives i;ûïû~itkû!k ÜELL.CSC c k ~ ~ i i ~ ,  â~ t k i ~  

enhiastic chronicler. One rnight even Say that the film contributes, in its relatively 

vulgar fashion, to the generally debased quality of contemporary life.''25 

The violence and brutality foregrounded in this film are occasionally offset by 

images presumably intended to elicit a nostalgie appreciation of the 1950s, and 

particularly for Hollywood and the mythic status of the silver screen and its stars. 

However, the film consciously constructs and even acknowledges such images as just 

that, images. The importance of the image and the status of "image" in the 1950s is 

revealed through examples, including the creation of prostitutes in the image of movie 

stars, the opportunity accorded their clients to recreate scenes fiom films, and the 

David Walsh, "LA. Conjdenn'al,'' World Socialkt Web A p d  2, 1998 ~http.JIwsws.org/arts/iS98/ 
apr l998/laco-a02.shtml.>. 



concealment of Lynn Bracken's bedroom behind her "stage" bedroom. When 

Bracken accompanies White to the movies, she emulates the stereotype so ofien seen in 

1950s teen movies. Her hair is in a pony tail, she wears a ~d neck scarfthat matches her 

lipstick, her blouse is white and she wears a poodle skllt. Thus, the 'ksi" Lynn Bracken 

is in fact just another f h i c  stereotype, an image. 

Exley is told to remove his glasses by Captain Srnith because they do not 

conform to the standard and acceptable image of a police officer. At fust, Exley 

complies only for a newspaper photo, but eventually altogether. a decision that prevents 

him from performing his duties. Donald Lyons suggests that this is syrnbolic of his 

losing sight of justice and shooting the black suspects rather than detaining thern? 

Smith also comments on the importance of wearing a "smart lwking suit." Rarely are 

any un-uniformed officers seen in anythuig but a suit. This is perhaps a nostalgically 
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professional and observing the "organisation manhan in the grey flannel suit" fashion, a 

very narrow standard of acceptable dress. Perhaps in the 1990s, this is also a comment 

on the '60s fashion trends that rejected the clean cut, neatly pressed look. 

Syd Hudgeons' goal throughout the film is to capture the perfect image of 

corruption. He pays Jack Vincennes to allow him to photograph the arrest of prominent 

and even not so prominent Hollywood figures. At one point they stage the arrest so that 

the premiere of a new movie serves as the background. The television show Badge of 

Honor, for which Vincennes is a consultant, is also concemed with image. It provides 

the 1950s television audience with a positive image of a police force, one that Smith has 

a Donald Lyoos, -L'LA. Confidentid," Film Cornmat 33.6 (Novernber/December 1997): 12. 



projected ont0 his own force. The courtmus yet efficient "just the facts" attitude 

promoted in the show is emulated by some members ofthe precinct. In the afterrnath of 

Bloody Christmas, images of police beating prisoners made the fiont page of the next 

day's newspaper. Captain Smith States that %is is not exactly the image of the new Los 

Angeles we're trying to creclte" (ernphasis added). In fact, the project of the police to 

recreate themselves in the image of Badge of Homr has suffered a severe setback. They 

need this façade of eficiency and, of course, lawfulness, to prevent suspicions about the 

illegal activity transpiring beneath the surface. 

The cinematography of L.A. Confdential also does much to create an overall 

image of nostalgie "fifty-ishness" throughout the film. The film does not rely on the 

cartoon quality colouring that most films set in the 1950s, or othen referencing the 

1950s, do. I agree with James Berardinelli who claims that "[tlhis is Technicolor noir - a 
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L.A. Confidential may not accurately reflect the real city during the '50s, it nevertheless 

represents what we expect Hollywood to have been like, fiom the glitzy buildings to the 

cool- but-beauti ful femme (sic) fatales and the ssw -handeci, silent men."" Visually , the 

film has been carefully crafted to create a sense of authenticity. The casting of rather 

broad, short men (Le. Kevin Spacey, Russell Crowe, and Danny DeVito), the coiffed 

angular haimyles, and the abundance of brown file boxes in this pre-digital era supports 

this (Fig. 9). Furthemore, the '50s wooden fumiture looks relatively new, and not like 

forty year old relics f ihed  in the 1990s. The lighting also helps to emphasize the mood 

of a scene. An example is the wann yellow glow that streams in through Bracken's 

James &wdineUi, "LA. Confdentzal, " James Berardinelli' s ReelViews ~httpd/wmv.movie- 
reviews.colossus. net/movies/vla-contidential.htd>. 



"Teal" bedroom as opposed to the harsh whiteness of her stage bedroom. The authentic 

look of the film is supported by the inclusion of a 1950s slang vocabulary. Syd tells 

Vincennes to "get me some narco skinny", while police utter racial slurs and other 

politically incorrect terms from the period such as "swish", "Sissies", and "acey-deucey" 

when referring to homosexuals. 

Another strategy used to reconstruct an "authentic" '50s is the inclusion of fachial 

events and "realities" h m  the decade. Movies such as The Bad a d  the Beautifil 

(1952) Roman Holiduy (1953), and men Worlds Collide (195 l), and television 

programs such as This Gun for Hire and the Perry Como Show are featwed. As noted, 

the prostitutes resemble Veronica Lake and Rita Hayworth. The "real" Lana Turner is 

interrogated by Exley and Vincennes as she dines with Iohnny Stompanato, an abusive 

boyfnend eventually killed by her daughter. Certain locations, such as the Pantages 

The=he d the F M ! ~  ? k m  ~ . ~ e r e  ot!! bac, s;t,, &&ig 1.i !%Cr -.' r sc-dd 

magazine entitled Hurh Hwh did in fact exist? There was a "Bloody Christmas" where 

prisoners were assaulted by police over a twenty-four hour pend and there was a 

bordel10 in Los Angeles where prostitutes apparently resembled stars. 

Although this film consciously presents its elements as "images," as the narrative 

progresses, the façade that the police and government attempt to promote becomes 

reality. Walsh makes an interesthg point concerning the feel of the narrative, one that 

masterfully preserves the character of the novel. He maintauis, "[olne suspects [. . .] that 

EUroy, like many another cynic before him, is obliged to maintain the Stream of beatings, 

killings and double-dealings to protect himself and the reader nom his own essential 

18 Sûaw in Clarke, 12 1. 



sentimentality and naïveté which make themselves felt whenever the action slows down 

even for a Given Ellroy's desctiption of himself and his motivations, this is 

entirely plausible. Ellroy has been quoted as saying that he is "a 49-year-old white man, 

basically conservative in temperament." He continues: "I am Protestant to the core. And 

1 would rather err on the side of authority. 1 respect cops mucb more than 1 dislike them 

[. . .] And 1 understand the passion of men who need to impose authority on other people 

because their inner lives are chaotic."* 

Ellroy's "conservative tempement" does much to explain the nostalgie 

possibilities of the film. L.A. Confdential embeds racism, corruption, and bmtality in a 

setting that does not resemble the "lurid" city of noir, but rather the sophisticated 

glamour constructed and maintained by Hollywood of the 1950s. It is no coincidence 

that Hollywooâ produceci this film. Nostalgie potential is also facilitated by the 

supposedly cornfortable distance achieved by setting the narrative in a past which allows 

us to filter the histoxy which is depicted. Fred Davis states that "the proclivity to 

cultivate appreciative attitudes toward former selves is closely related to nostalgia's 

earlier noted tendency to eliminate fiom memory, or at minimum, severely to mute the 

unpleasant, the unhappy, the abrasive, and rnost of all, those lurking shadows of former 

selves about which we feel shame, guilt or h~miliation."~' By blamîng and punishing 

certain individuals for the racism and perversion of this 1950s, the film exonerates the 

society that accepted and perpehiated intolerance and corruption. The pimp, Pierce 

Patchett, is murdered by the racist, Captain Smith, who is in tum murdered by the 

"> Walsh n.pag. 
E l h y  in Walsh apag. 
Fnd Davis. Yearninn for Yesterday: A Soeiology of Nostalma (New York: The F a  Press, 1979) 37. 



surviving and only redeemable characters. Thus, the Nm eliminates "those lurking 

shadows [. . .] about which we feel shame, guilt or humiliation" and by implication 

suggests, for a moment in the escapism provided by film, that the oppressive aspects of 

the 1950s have been overcome. L.A. ConfdentiaZ ends on an optimistic note. The 

crimuid element has been thwarted, Bracken quits prostitution and moves with White to 

ber home town to start a 'decent' life, and Exley moves closer and closer to a position of 

power where he c m  dictate his versions of morality and justice, and respect for the law 

and procedure. 

This resolution, the triumph of good over evil, is also a humph for conservatism. 

As Ellroy himself explains, in keeping with his conservative temperarnent, he would 

rather err on the side of authority. We are assured that Exley wiii continue to capture, in 

the appropriate manner, those who "think they can get away with it," without ever 

iciinlmicrin!!y qicr&n&g hie p~ri&n & -fie, ~r e ~ m  =chcur!eri_ghg tke yc&?i!ihf cf J 

bias within the law itself. Lynn is spared because she retires fiom her relatively 

independent wage eaming career to become presumably a wife and mother in srna11 town 

Arizona. Bud's unorthodox tactics, while suitable and in accordance with his superior's 

orden at the t h e ,  are no longer necessary and therefore he leaves the profession and the 

city with Lynn. The personal dilemmas plaguing the characters at the beginning of the 

f i  are resolved at its end. Irnmorality and deviance are punished and questionable 

motivations are explained. Consequently, the film follows Los Angeles as it is 

transformed h m  a typical noir city into a nostalgie haven. This nostalgia, as Nadia 

Seremetakîs suggests, " b z e s  the past in such a manner as to preclude it fkom any 



capacity for social transformation in the present, preventing the present from establishing 

a dynamic perceptual relationship to its history."* 

in addressing why this film was nominated for and received a plethora of awards 

and why it d l 1  resooates today (even though it was a film with a more complicated and 

intelligent plot than most Hollywood productions, stronger acting performances and 

beautifbl cinematography), Robert Porfirio's thoughts onfilm noir are a useful starting 

point. He States that "what keepsfilm noir alive for us today is something more than a 

spurious nostalgia. It is the underlying mood of pessimism [. . .]. This [. . .] is nothing less 

than an existential attitude towards life. It places its emphasis on man's conthgency in a 

world where there are no transcendental values or moral absol~tes.''~~ L.A. Confidenfial 

starts out by emulating noir stereotypes, the tortured soul, an unresolved obsession and 

ambiguous motivations, and characters that are neither purely good, nor purely evil. 

ic m. w!er!yhg peszizkrn (cr n?I!!t~siz! z~xier~) ,  tL.2: a!!ws zzch ü;.c:rtûiity 

and ambivalence to pemieate the screen, but it is a pessimism that demands a solution. 

While the 1950s nihilism in noir did not need to be resolved, the 1990s requires 

resolution. By the end of L.A. Confdential, a set of apparent moral absolutes is 

articulated and a very d e f ~ t e  sense of values represented. They are reduced to a formula. 

Those who acted immorally or attempted to redeem themselves too late are punished, 

while those who respecteci a very rigid sense of convention and rnoraliv are rewarded 

with self knowledge and various opportunities for success. 

The '50s resonate today because they were an extremely complex decade. 

Nadia Semmetakis, The Senses Still: Pmeotion and Memon as Material Culture in Modemity (Boulder: 
Westview Ress, Inc., 1994) 4. 
" Forfirio in Ewing 64. 



Beneath a surface of superficial absolutes and behind an image of stability - images and 

surfaces genedly constmcted by the mass media - lurked a multifaceted and volatile 

culture. Transformations in philosophy effected by the nascent science of Einsteinian 

relativity - the beginnings, 1 would argue, of postmodem thought - as well as the 

depression and a decade of world wars competed with new found economic prosperity to 

inform the general social disposition of the North Amencan psyche. The countless ways 

the '50s have been mobilised in popular culture testify to their complexity. However, 

that a canon of signifiers has ernerged in the 1990s indicates certain current desires to 

mode1 the present on a nostalgie and simplified vision of the past. Despite the obstacles 

that Our filmic egos must overcome or the challenging goals they must achieve, the '50s 

bat are manufactureci in '90s cinema facilitate such tnurnphs. More oîten than not, 

anything is conquerable and anainable in the filmic '50s. The predorninance of such 

3c~s!gic nL'T"u&;cs r q g ~  jCL=kg fci sih& by iiirixliii~e 

political voices. However, ''tradition" is not homogeneous. Another ' SOS tradition 

includes the bleaker aspects of life depicted in Basturd Our ofCarolina. Althougb some 

strive to constmct a "golden age" '50s in our present, the '50s of child abuse and poverty 

continue to exist. 



Fig. 2. f . Sonny (Jeremy Davis) fmtasising about 
Gunner's mother Nina (Lesiey A m  Warren). 
Source: Gtammercy Pictures, Going Al1 the Wiry, 
1997. 

Fig. 2.2. Sonny Burns (Jeremy Davis) and Gunner 
Casseiman (Ben Affleck) 
Source: Grammercy Pictures, Going AI1 the W O ~ ,  
1997. 

Fig. 2.3. Sonny (Jeremy Davis) and Buddy (Amy 
Locane) share a last kiss before Sonny leaves for 
New York. 
Source: Grammercy Pi-, Going Ali rhe Way, 



Fig. 2.5. Ruth Ann "Bone" Boatwight (Jenna 
Maione) 
S o m :  ShowTime Networks, Bastmd Our of 
C a r o l i ~ .  1996 

Fig. 2.6. Amie (Jennifer Jason Leigh) cornforts 
her daughter Bone (Jenna Maione) after a brutai 
attack 
Source: ShowTime Networks, Bastard Out of 
Carolina, 1996. 
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Fig. 2.7. Jack Vincennes (Kevin Spacey) 
stages a drug bust for Hush Hwh Magazine. 
Source; Warner Bros., LA. Confidential, 1997. 

Fig. 2.8. Lynn Bracken, the 
"Veronica Lake" (Kim Basinger) 
Source: Wamer Bros., L.A. 
Confidential, 1 997. 

Fig. 2.9. LeR to right: Captain Dudley Smith 
(James Cromwell), Bud White (Russell 
Crowe), Ed Exley (Guy Pearce), and Jack 
Vincennes (Kevin Spacey) 
Source: Wanier Bros., LA. Confidential, 
t 997. 



Chapter Three: 
Colouring the Imaginary 



The last two chapters examineci how '50s textç translate into a visual cinematic 

language and how the '50s are created as a setting in which to enact a narrative. Whether 

parodying, criticising, fondly remembering or even attempting to reveal the complexity 

of this decade, these films make explicit their connection to or focus on this pst-war era. 

They revive the icons and aspects of this period that have becorne, through repetition in 

the m a s  media, entrenched in collective memory as symbols ofa particular p s t .  

However, sorne films very purposefully use such stereotypical images of a decade 

without referencing the '50s at all. Thus, these items no longer act as signifiea of a 

decade, but as vehicles for certain ideas and values associated with the perception of a 

decade, and more often than not, a nostalgically tinted one. In many cases, of which 

Swingers (1 996) and The Tmman Show (1 998) are apt examples, a relatively small and 

select facet of the '50s is alluded to. While Swingers portrays an urban leisure bachelor 
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and television constnict from this pst decade. Due to the ubiquity of '50s popular 

culture, a recent phenomenon in part facilitated by syndication networks, '50s television 

has also become a focus, if not fodder, for both parody and nostalgia. Occasionally, '50s 

television is employed metaphorically to enable criticism. If it is not the 1950s per se 

that are overtly criticised, then it is the p e n d s  values, stereotypes, and ideologies which 

have infonned certain mernories and constructions of post-war North Amenca. 

However, as the 1998 release of Pleasantville reveals, what passes as criticism may be 

rather suspect. 

Set in present day Hollywood, Swingers documents several days in the lives of 

four single men in pursuit of women and stardom. Doug Limaa directed this 1996 low 



budget success which featued Jon Favreau as Mike, Vince Vaughn as Trent, Ron 

Livingston as Rob, and Patrick Van Hom as Sue. The plot - finends attempt to help the 

protagonist, Mike, forget his ex-girlfkiend and fmd a new one - is secondary to the 

dialogue and character development. The majority of the film focuses on conversations 

between the men, moments designed to introduce the audience to the range of 

personalities in the group. Mike has not dated in six years and as a result is insecure and 

socially awkward. The audience is expected to sympathise and/or empathise with his 

attempts to reintegrate into the social scene. Although he constantly crîticises or 

apologises for Trent's incessant political incorrectness, Mike's "respect" for wornen is 

laced with condescension. He is continually surpnsed when his jokes or "obscure 

references" are understood by the women he converses with.' In contrast, Trent is a 

vulgar chauvinist. He chastises Mike for king  "soft" and proceeds to teach hirn how to 
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"Respect my a s .  Al1 they [women] want is honesty, you gotta get off this respect thing." 

As secondary characten, Rob and Sue are the less extreme venions of Mike and Trent 

respectively . 

Although the film centres on this group of four young men and their bondhg 

experiences, various intertextual moments are scattered throughout. References to 

Casino (1995), Goodfelfas (1990), and Reservoir Dogs (1992) are deliberately 

consaicted. Their appearances are abrupt and produce a destabilising shift in the 

character-dnven narrative. These moments appear supertluous and disrupt the visual 

' Mike lamenîs: 'me a Vegas waihess is going U> get an obscure French philosophicai nfermce. 1 might 
as weU have just said 1 want to jump your ignorant bones." He is also thomughly surprised that Lorraine, 
his successful "pursuit," understands the symbolism on his business card and that his Las Vegas "date" 



continuity and unifonnity of the Nm. Moreover, in some instances, these sequences are 

intduced to the audience. For example, a discussion of the cinematic practice of 

"stealing" fiom other filmmakers precedes the appropriation of a scene h m  Quentin 

Tarantino's Resemir lIogso2 They re-create the segment where the men approach, enter, 

and start their cars in a carefûlly choreographed and highly stylised fashion. Shot in slow 

motion, this scene is also visualiy isolated h m  the remainder of the film. 

Setting the film in Hollywood provides ample opportunity to reference these and 

other elements of current popular and consumer culture. GooQ, The WirPrd of Oz, the 

television show Deep Space Nine, Starbucks, the Club (anti-theft device for autos), the 

Sega Hockey video game, and the recent practice of granting sitcoms to stand-up 

cornedians are al1 noted in the film (Fig. 1). Sorne, like Disney, suggest prominent and 

well enshrined histonc entertainment institutions and others, like Sega, date the film as a 

prduct cf kt! E Q s .  While these eleinents of popular culture are represented and the 

objects of discussion in Swingers, the '50s visuolly pervade the film in both subtle and 

obvious ways. For the purpose of this discussion, I will examine the presence of the 

1950s in the protagonist's social environments, how these environments are visually 

created, and how certain characters interact with their sunoundings and with each other. 

The social milieu inhabited by the protagonists is informed by a middleslass, 

urban and/or suburban, North Amencan 1950s and chanicterised by a particular style of 

music, dance and dress, marthis, a bachelor ethic, copious consumerisrn, and very strict 

codes of social conduct. Known as Lounge in the 1950s (and in the 1990s), this leisure 

knows more about comedy representation than he does alter he claima: "lt's hard to explain. You won? 
understand." Moreover, Mike soon leam that Lorraine is studying to be an entertainment lawyer. 

ironidiy, Mike nota that Tarantino stde h m  Scorsese, whose 1990 Good/elkis is aiso quoted. 



pmuit is a product of post-war prosperity and advancements in technology: "The idea of 

harneuing techno logy to enhance the pursuit of leisure captivated millions of suburban 

squires taming a new fiontier ... newly identified 'playboy' philosophers - swinging 

bachelors entertainhg a babe at the pad - could supply their own mood mu si^."^ This 

phenornenon prompted the establishment of cocktail lounges and "Lounge Nights" at 

various bars and restaurants. However, this period revival differs fkom othea (e.g. 1980s 

"Retro" nights or 1970s "Disco") in that it demands not only the appropriate costume and 

environment, but also that its participants adopt the appropriate (gender specific) persona* 

Language is another important aspect of this role playing and the use of idioms and 

temiinology reminiscent of 1940s and 1950sfilm noir is c~stomary.~ Mike, Trent, and 

Sue are alrnost caricatures of the ideal bachelor as descnbed in 1950s men's 

They bypass the front line of The Derby, enter through the back, and navigate the maze 

of kitchens and storage rooms while exercising their sawy conversation skills with the 

chefs and cleaning staff. 

Trent is the ultimate embodhent of this "ideal." However, for Trent, the "Lounge 

bachelor" is no longer an aspect of social role playing, but detemines his behaviour in 

daily life. He is clean cut, his hair is carefully styled, he wears a neatly pressed suit, he 

Mens to 1950s music, he dnves a 1950s convertible, smokes cigars, drinks martinis, and 

"Lounge Magazines." Chaoskiny 1996 <http://www.chaoskitty.com/sabpm/~~~~~es/html~. 
4 However, the tenns used are o£?m extremely sexist and derogatory and dearly establish the male rote as 
central and the female as peripheral. 

These men. and particdarly Trent, mode1 themselves on Pluyboy 's 1950s description of the ideai 
bachelor. According to Barbara Ehrenreich, the magazine was founded "against 'money hungry' 
golddiggers or l a y  parasites trying to trap men into commitment" Barbara Ehrenreich in Stephani.e 
Coontz. The Way We Never Were: Amencan Families and the Nostalaia T r a ~  (New York: Basic Books, 
1992) 37. Stephrtnie Coontz eiaborates: "Most of its articles and ads were devoted to the idea that since 
women were only out to catch a man, men needed to leam how to get as much sex h m  them as possible 
without getting trappcd. Playboy invited men to take over areas of domestic and personai comption 
formerly managed by fernales: food, clothes, wine and body scents." Coontz 172. 



converses with lounge or "swing" terminology (Fig. 2). Though occasionally attentive 

to his fiiend's needs, he is thoroughly unconcemed with the effect his rudeness and 

arrogance have on others, particularly the women he pursues. In addition to intemalising 

the social values of Lounge, he stnves for the ultimate authentic expenence of this 

subculture. Although the 1990s version of lounge is necessarily a simulation, he rejects 

popular simulacml venues in favour of vixtually deserted establishments that defmed the 

"original" era, "back in the &y." He tells Mike: "Guys like you and me gotta kick it here, 

oid school" (Fig. 3). 

Although Trent recreates hirnself in the image of a 1950s bachelor, Mike's 

personal space is filled by 1950s nostalgie commodities. Specifically, it is occupied by 

objects not only fiom the 1950s, but objects that have becorne 1990s signifiers for the 

1950s. A fieestandhg hat rack occupies the background of several scenes. The style of 

the hat is reminiscent of the 1950s, one used fiequently as a prop in many films striving 

to recreate an authentic pst-war em6 A magazine cover depicting a martini glass on the 

diagonal lies on his desk. This image is a symbol often employed to denote lounge 

content on recording labels or associations with swing cul tw in advertisernents. Perhaps 

this is a reference to the numerous magazines and zines that have emerged since the 

revival of 1950s swing culture.' Another relic of the 1950s, and one specific to the 

"bachelor" lifestyle. is the pin-up calendar on Mike's wall. However, this item is an odd 

mix of 1950s and 1990s elements. n ie  pose is typical of the 1940s and 1950s "Varga" 

' See for example Quiz Show (1994) and LA. Confidentid (1 997). 
7 Examples incfude Lounge, Tiki News, and Cmnot Become Obsolete. 



pin-ups that narrowly pre-dated the introduction of ~ l u y b o ~ ?  Yet, the thin and tall mode1 

depicted emulates the ideal ubiquitous in 1990s fashion magazines. hcidentally, Mike's 

short stocky h n e  is similar to the male body type most often seen in 1950s films, and 

used to contribute to an authentic '50s look in films such as L.A. ~onfidenti'al? 

Furthexmore, that it is a new unmarked calendar suggests that it is a 1990s conception of 

a post-war item. As a result, it employs other stereotypical5Os elements: a Technicolor 

red and specific style of caricatural illustration. Most 1950s illustrations for 

advertisements and product packaging used a palette of bright garish colours that 

mimicked the 1954 invention of "Technicolor." Cheaper methods of reproducing colour 

also led to a proliferation of these types of images. According to Kara1 A m  Marling, 

b b C ~ l ~ r  was a pick-me-up, the visual symbol for the shock of the new. In design circles, it 

was axiomatic that the whole postwar world had had enough of penury, khaki, and navy 

blue, and, in the words of the fashion retailer Stanley Marcus, 'was hungry for a color 

e~~los ion ' . " '~  That the woman depicted on Mike's calendar was an illustration rather 

than a photograph also dates it as a replica of the 1950s." The caricatural rnethod of 

drawing is reminiscent of 1950s advertisements and packaging and a style ofien used 

today to signify the decade. 

The 1950s have a definite presence in the 1990s social scene inhabited by Trent 

and Mike. A montage comprised of a diner, a bartender clothed in a white dress shirt, 

" ~ p c i c a l l ~ ,  it bears a strilùig similarity to Aiberto Varga's calenâar üîustration for September 1941. 
ïhese images are popular nostalgie conunodities today. Tom Robotham, Varaa (New York: Srnithmark, 
1995). 
The Wafdfobe in both Swingers and LA. Cowdentiai aiso consists of d m  pants with a white undershirt 

for the men, another typicai image employed to signify the 1950s. 
'O Karal AM Marling, As Sem on TV: The Visual Culture of Evervdav Life in the 1950s (Cambridge, 
Massac husetîs: tfarvard University Press, f 994) 40. 
" It was not mtil the 1950s that pin-up models were aiiowed to be photographed. 



black bow tie and apmn, women coshimed in period attire, an old cigarette machine, a 

cigarette girl, and couples swing dancing provides the background for the opening 

credits. l2 The bars and restaurants that the men fiequent are also littered with ' 5  Os 

rnemorabiiia. However "'50s" these clips appear, they are actually images of the '90s, 

shce they contain many current signifiers as well. Photos of celebrities such as Frank 

Sinatra adom the walls while arborite tables and vinyl benches fil1 the space around the 

dance floor. The Dresden Room features Marv and EZuyne playing the Lounge version 

of the 1970s Song "Stayin' Alive" while The Derby features a live performance by Big 

Bad Voodoo ~addy.'~ Both are actual locations that existed during the 1950s and 

currently thrive as a result of the nostalgia industry, and both acts are 1990s recording 

artists enjoying success in their genre. 

Mike fmally meets the "nght" woman at The Derby. His "failures," the result of 

his own insecurity and inability to follow the rules of dating, as well as the unsuitability 

of some of the women he attempts to seduce, differ in a marked way from Lorraine. Lisa 

and Nikki exhibit '90s attitudes and dress in '90s fashions. Despite Lisa's Las Vegas job 

as "Dorothy" and Nikki's appetite for olives in her martinis, these women have only 

partially and superficially adopted the Lounge persona. Lorraine, on the other hand, 

resembles the stereotypical pin-up girl, dresses "appropriately," drives an old car, sips a 

martini, and is an accomplished swing dancer (Fig. 4). She is passive and demure, 

qualities reinforced by Mike's newly adopted ritual of gaining confidence by picturing 

- -. 

l2 Aithough swing dancing is not an exclusiveiy 1950s phenornenon, its juxtaposition with other images in 
the film, and the fact that those seen participating in this activity are wearing a specifically 1950s style of 
clothing, situates swing dancing in this instance as a '50s trend. 
'' Since the revival of lounge, numemus musicians have re-recorded popular '90s music in the style of 
Lounge. 



his ''pursuit" as a helpless rabbit. Furthemore, she calls Mike the next day to invite him 

to a party in honor of Frank Sinatra's birthday, thus confimihg her dedication to Lounge 

culture. Consequently. the most acceptable woman to Mike is also the most "'50s". 

Discussions about aspects of and direct references to commodities of popular 

visual culture occur fiequently throughout the film. Ïhe Wirard of Or fiom the '30s, 

Stayin' Alive from the '70s, and Sega from the '90s are just some examples. However, 

curiously, the '50s or direct references to this decade are absent. Rather, the '50s occupy 

a latent yet pervasive space in the film. The opening montage of the film includes images 

that appear '50s, but are, in fact, al1 from the 1990s. Language, dress, music, accessories, 

and attitude a11 confonn to the standards and codes of social conduct typical for a 1950s 

suburban or urban leisure milieu. Mike and Trent inhabit the 1990s simulacrum of 1950s 

Lounge culture without ever acknowledging the source that structures their modes of 

interaction, values, and behaviour. Objects From this post-war phenornenon - pin-up 

calendars, martinis, cigars, hats, and suits - are treated as current, 1990s commodities. 

Of course, isolated, they are commodities. But, when considered as aspects of a group of 

signifien including music, language, and locations, they clearly exist as elements of a 

pst social scene. Like Swingers, î l e  Tncman Show also employs visual constructions 

and objects that are especially '50s without explicitly referencing this decade. Again, the 

result is a pervasive yet subtle and seemingly latent saicturing element that suggests, 

despite certain evidence to the contrary, that the narrative does not unfold in the present 

or near friture. The visual and political presence of the 1950s, and specificdly a 1950s 

filtered through a 1990s nostalgie lens, will be revealed by examining (1) the community, 

(2) costumes and props, (3) ideological values, and (4) the construction of gender. 



Directed by Peter Weir, n e  Tmman Show stars Jim Carrey as Truman Burbank, a 

twenty-nine year old man whose life shce birth has been broadcast "real tirne" to 

television audiences worldwide. The island community he inhabits, Seahaven, is an 

enormous studio set and al1 around him, including his immediate family, are a c t o d 4  He 

is unaware of his role in this elaborate ruse, but grows suspicious following technical 

emn and the increasing frequency of unexplained behaviour and phenornena. Truman 

decides to test his contrived environment and his increasing paranoia prompts him to 

attempt to escape. However, he must first overcome his fear of water. Christof (Ed 

Harris), the show's producer, cleverly programmed this phobia by making Truman a 

witness to his father's drowning. Predictably, Truman overcomes this fear, sails to the 

limits of the set, and opens the door to the "reai" world. This narrative is intetjected with 

footage of Truman's audience and of Christof and his crew making executive decisions 

about Truman's life. 

Many films have constructed ideal 1950s style suburban communities with white 

picket fences and perfectly manicured lawns to serve a variety of purposes. Some 

attempt to appeal to a viewer's nostalgia for a past that, by cornparison, seems better than 

the present. This type of community or neighbourhood is often intended to be interpreted 

as synonymous with tradition, "family values" or conservative politics. As an almost 

exclusively American consnict, it plays a central role in h i n g  the narratives of films 

such as The Long Kiss Goodnighr (1996) and Forrest Gump (1994). It also performs a 

metonymic function in that as an integral part of Amencan life, ii cornes to represent the 

United States as a whole. In these instances, the tranquility and balance of small town 

" Seahaven, d l y  the Florida t o m  of Seaside, bears a striking resemblance to Celebration, Disney's 
pianneci community. 



life are threatened by some foreign danger against which the town must defend itself. 

This is a common narrative strategy employed by horror movies. More often than not, 

the invading monster signifies the political or ideologicai menace of the hour. Such was 

the case with invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) where the pod people represented the 

Communist threat. On occasion, the small town or suburban community is there only to 

be deconsûucted. Gradualiy, an evil is exposed lurking beneath the surface of the 

immaculately clean and seemingly blissful environment. This strategy succeeds in 

criticising the idealism that the former utopian construction is based on; either the costs 

of the pe&t community are revealed or the perfection is revealed as nothing more .ethan 

a superficial veil concealhg a dystopia. Exampies of this include Blue Velvet (1986) and 

Ehuard Scissorhunds ( 1 990). 

The community constructed in The Truman Show occupies a space somewhere 

between the 1950s suburban neighbourhood as ideal and sinister. On the one hand, 

Seahaven was produced according to Christof s vision of "the way the world should be." 

Despite some persona! (generic) tragedy - his father's death and his fmt love's 

disappearance - Chriaof has constructed a rather "normal" life for Tnunan. He has a 

house, a car, a job, a wife, and tirne for leisurely pursuits including gardening and golf. 

He has no financial womes or job related stress and receives support corn his best fiend 

Marlon (Noah Emmerich) and devoted wife Meryl (Laura Linney). In this respect, 

Truman bas achieved the post-war American dream. As an individual, Truman Burbank 

reflects what is "good" in his environment. He is fnendly, courteous, and responsible, 

and aithough he exudes a childish naïveté, it is not regarded as immaturity but as a certain 

innocent charm. Despite the construction of Seahaven as an artificial world, it is not the 



community that the audience is likely to condemn. but the act of caging and controlling a 

human being. Consequently, although it is tempting to interpret Truman's escape as a 

metaphor for an escape from conformism to individualism - and perhaps on some level 

this was the intention - the fact that Truman's unfortunate role as spectacle was 

perpetrated by an individual with a God-complex leads me to believe that, ultimately, the 

film suggests that regardless of how perîect a contrived environment may appear, people 

will sense and reject artificiality. 

Although the narrative unfolds in the present or near future, Truman's world is 

very much locaied in the past, specifically a nostalgically rnanufactured ps t .  1 will 

briefly note the presence of the 1950s in the language, style of music, dance, dress, and 

level of technology. Then I plan to focus on the film's use of colour to signify the 1950s. 

It is worth noting that Truman uses idioms that proliferated in 1950s family sitcoms. 

These truisms and platitudes functioned as parental advice on shows such as Lerne it to 

Berner and Father Knows Best. Among Truman's expressions are: "The whole bal1 of 

wax"; "A rolling Stone gathers no moss;" "That's the whole kit and caboodle;" and 

"The early bird catches the worm." Furthemore, Truman's "rnemory" of his high school 

dance contains a number of stereotypical 1950s elements (Fig. 5). First, the music, 

though relatively recent, employs a measure cornmon in 1950s popular music. 

Consequently, the rhythm of the -dents' dancing also appears to mimic a 1950s style. 

Second, the clothing in the flashback scenes - as well as Meryl's current attire - is typical 

of '50s fashion (Fig. 6). Meryl's wardrobe resembles Christian Dior's "New Look" that 

emerged after World War II. Karal AM Marling explains thaf following the years of 

rationing,, designs began to utilise as much fabric as possible. Dior proclairned, " We 



were leaving a period of war, of uniforms of soldier women with shoulders like boxers 

[...] 1 turned them iuto flowers, with sofi shoulders, blooming bosoms, waists slim as vine 

stems and skirts opening up like blossorns."" 

This type of clothing wom by the actors, like certain props, is available for sale to 

Trurnan's audience. The absence of'commercials in a live, 24 hour a day broadcast also 

necessitates the placement of the sponsor's items within the show. This strategy alludes 

to the current cinematic marketing practice of creating merchandise to be sold as 

memorabiiia for the film as well as the proliferation of brand name products in recent 

movies. Ironically, The Trwnan Show is not exempt, as "Ford" makes several 

appearances (Fig. 7). However, some of the products placed by Chnstof in Truman's 

environment seem rather antiquated considering their target audience. The command 

centre occupied by Christof is a technical marvel as the "Seahaven" set is an engineering 

one, suggesting that the film unfolds in the near funire (Fig. 8). However, the 'new" 

tools or technologies advertised are perhaps new only by '50s' standards. Even when 

juxtaposed with Truman's fabricated world, these products appear anachronistic. Meryl 

lauds the Chef Pal - the grater, peeler, dicer all-in-one - as a revolutionary kitchen item. 

nie technology and its packaging seem misplaced in a world of modem automobiles and 

buses. As Meryl delivers her animateci sales pitch, her countenance resembles the 

expression wom by the "housewife" illustrated on the product's package. This type of 

illustration, usually embellished by a paletîe of Technicolor hues, is a recurring motif in 

f i h s  that signifj the '50s.'~ Technicolor illustrations are also encountered when Truman 

-- - 

'' Mmiing 9. 
l6 Current television advdsing o h  mimics this approach. A 1999 Moimcain Dew commercial utilises 
this approach and regards the '50s commercial as "retro" and thus trendy. 



sifts through his chest of souvenirs and keepsakes. Curiously, they are juxtaposed with 

colour photographs of hlln and his father f?om his childhood. The absence of colour 

photography for popular use during the 1950s as well as the fact that Truman's age dates 

his birth to at least the early 1970s, suggest that Truman's childhood was much later than 

the penod of his memorabilia. Perhaps Truman's environment has rernained constant 

throughout his life and he inhabits a perpetual simulacrum of the 1950s. Perhaps by 

selling these products in The Truman Show, the audience is given an opportunity to own 

not simply a product, but a souvenir of the show and of a nostalgic past. However, this 

nostalgic past seerns to belong to rnembers of the film's audience rather than to memben 

of The Tnrrnan Show 's audience. 

Another characteristic of the "Technicolor illustration" is the absence of pattern in 

fabrics or commercial design. Perhaps simply the result of the costs and difficulties of 

reproducing slight gradations of colour or intncate patterns, illustrations in advertising 

and on product packaging during the 1950s were generally designed with solid blocks of 

primary and secondary colours. Through careh1 planning of wardrobe and set design, 

Truman's world resembles this type of illustration. The mise-en-scéne of Seahaven's 

business district during "rush hou? resembles the "Technicoior illustration." With the 

exception of stripes and plaid, no clothing has any organic or cornplex designs. The 

majority Wear only solid colours. M a r y  chanicters are occasionally seen in blue and 

yellow garments and, with one exception, secondary female characters are seen dressed 

in red, white, black, and shades of grey. Secondary male charactee appear in plain ties, 

white shirts and navy blw, brown or beige suits. These smaller segments of solid colour 

are juxtaposed with the vibrant blue of the cloudless sky and the brilliant green of the 



large areas of grass (Fig. 9). This colour scheme resembles 1950s commercial 

illustration more than films of the period. First intmduced in 1954, Technicolor had a 

very artificial and almost neon quality. Perhaps the retum to these colours functions as 

an indirect comment on the proliferation of consumerism which is reinforced by the 

parodic "product placement" segments. However, it may also be interpreted as a subtle 

reiteration of the film's neo-Luddite sentiment in that the aesthetics of print illustration 

are preferred to the aesthetics of early colour film. 

Although Tnunan drives a '90s car and entea a modem looking bus, the film 

tends to focus on the more problematic aspects of technological innovation. It is new 

technology which facilitates the construction of Truman's cage and the manipulation and 

exploitation of his life which in tum satisfies the scopophilic tendencies of television 

viewers. Moreover, technology's failure allows Truman to become conscious of his 

situation when a set lamp falls fiom the sky, the min falls only on Truman, and his car 

radio switches frequencies so that Truman can hem his own actions being announced. 

Although there is a significant gap between the technology that controls him and the 

technology that he uses on a daily basis, the latter is nevertheless adept at transrnitting the 

propaganda necessary to socialise Truman. His car radio explains aberrant events and 

attempts to pacify him with soothing music. Television programming such as I Love 

Lucy and a "Golden Oldies" movie show continually reaffirm the values and superiority 

of small town life. 

Truman is also socialised to believe that his job is highly desirable. Marion tells 

him: "You've a great job Truman. You've a desk job. Sd kill for a desk job." This ps t -  

war ethos - which to an extent persists - and the absence of unemployment, contributes 



to this community's 1950s atmosphere. The economic boom following the end of World 

War II enabled the majority of the population to attain secure employment. This 

prospeiity also enabled vast numbers to purchase houses in burgeoning suburban 

cornmunities, thus creating neighbourhoods much like Seahaven. The result was an 

inordinately large middle class. Truman's environment is constmcted as exclusively 

middle class. The houses are al1 relatively the same size with the same landscape design 

(Fig. 10). The appearance of a "homeless" penon (the actor who once portrayed 

Truman's father) becomes front page news and Truman's mother is disgusted but 

reassured by the town's swift removal of this aberrant element. A stark contrast to the 

neat and fnendly middle class world is the audience of The Tnrman Show. The two main 

sets of viewers, two female servers in a bar and two male security guards, are 

unmistakably working class. Both sets Wear unifomis. appear sornewhat unkempt, and 

are enthralled by their television (Figs. 1 1 and 12). They are addicted to Truman's life 

but fail to realise the Iine between "truth" and "fiction." For example, the serven take 

bets on whether or not Truman will survive the storm at sea. The Truman Show has 

consumed their lives to the point where they refuse to serve customers while at work. 

Perhaps this is a reference to television's attempts to cater to a thirst for the "real" that 

pushes the limits of what was formerly considered appropriate, (e.g. Jerry Springer) at 

least by the standards of the moral majority. 

That a middle class family or individual is never shown as a part of the audience 

is significant. In addition to the two pairs of working class viewen are two elderly 

women, presumably widowed and well past retirement age. They, like the man who 

watches television fiom his bathtub, apparently have nothing better to do with their t h e  



than watch Truman. Perhaps middle class individuals are Dong  the patrons of the 

'Truman Bar." However, this is unlikely, given they are in a bar during the day and late 

at night when they would more likely be watching the television set (with their families) 

at home." Although the film suggests that television audiences largely fail to question 

reality, the middle classes are exonerated From this critique by their conspicuous absence. 

Films of the 1950s also catered to middle class audiences by representing the upper 

classes as evil and immoral and the lower classes as foolish and l a y .  According to Nha 

Leibman, wealthy individuals with whom the viewer was expected to identifi, lived in 

mansions decorated as though they were suburban bungalows.'8 It was also the "average 

man" who tnumphed while the rich and poor were inevitably punished for theù 

respective transgressions. 

Truman Burbank is often described as the "everyman" hero or as exuding an 

"everyman" quality.'9 While the triumph of this "average" man is a common narrative in 

Hollywood film, the triumph of the "average" wornan is not. Women usually represent 

the obstacle that the "everyman" must overcome, as examined in the discussion of Going 

Al1 the Way, or they are the "prize" that the "everyman" seeks, as noted in swingers.'' In 

The Twman Show, Lauren (Natascha McElhone) or "Sylvia" motivates Truman to leave 

Seahaven. "Hannah Gill" as Meryl, Truman's wife, though not an obstacle, is 

" If there are middle class patrons at the bar. they are then a deviant segment of the middie classes. 
'' Leibman 229. 
19 See for exmple Peter Rainer, The Network Guy," Phoenix New Times Online 20 May 1999 
http://www.phoenixnewtimes.c0d8fchived 1 998/O6O498/h 1 .html>, Roger Moore, "AU Too Real. 
'Truman' is a satire that blurs the lines between TV, actuaiity," Journal Now 20 May 1999 
http~/~~~.joumalnow.codneWS/1OcaYarts/movie8~~bivelrevieWS/tnrman.htm~, and Barbara Shulgasser, 
''Carey [sic] rings m e  in 'The Tnnnan Show'," San Francisco Examiner Online 20 May 1999 
~http~/~~~.sfgate/com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f?le=/examiaer/archive/1998/06105WEEKEM>878 1 .dti>. 
20 Mike, the protagonist in Swingers, is also described as an "everyman" in the review by James 
Berardineîii, "Rev. of Tmman Show," Reel Views 20 May 1999 <http://www.rnoviereviews.coIo~~~~. 
net/movies/t/truman.html>. 



nevertheless partly responsible for Truman's discontent. Truman knows that her love for 

him is not genuine and confiants her: "You hate me, don't you?" Although the blame 

ultimately lies with Christof, Meryl's "Stepford Wife" quality permits the audience to 

sympathise with Tnunan and, more importantly, to accept Truman's search for Lauren 

(Fig. 13)." Meryl's fuial scene, the moment of her collapse, coincides with Truman's 

ultimate realisation of her duplicity. He asks her who she is taking to as she describes 

bbMococoa," the new product of yet another sponsor, thus beginning a series of questions 

leading up to Truman's only expression of outrage. Consequently, Truman's epiphanal 

moment ovenhadows a rare glimpse into "Hannah Gill's" personality . Because Truman 

is the protagonist his discovery of artifice becomes the focus, not Hannah's breakdown. 

Harvey O'Brien larnents that the lives of the "acton" portraying the one- 

dimensional people in Truman's life were not addressed or developed in the film. We are 

only bnefly introduced to "Hannah Gill" in the opening sequence. Here, during a 

documentary-style interview, she comments on her role in "The Truman Show": "For me 

there is no difference between a private life and a public life, my life is, my life is The 

Truman Show. nie Trwnan Show is a lifestyle, it's a noble life, it is a truly blessed life." 

Hannah's "life" would certahly have been an interesthg one to follow. But for a number 

of reasons, this is not done. Though The Truman Show has stirred some controveny, 

"Hannah's" life would have been far more contmversial for mainstrearn Hollywood, so it 

remains an aspect of the film neglected by the cntics. By providing the audience with 

M e r  insight into her character, Peter Weir would have had to address the fact that this 

actor, required to work far longer than legally possible, and far more than any other 

" Critics noting Meryl's *'Stepford" quality include Richard Corliss, "Shading the Pas?.," T i e  Oniine 10 
May 1999 <htfp.Jlwww.cgi.pathlinder.codtime/magazine/ f 998/dom/98 1 026/thee/arts.cinerna.s~g 



"actor," was also, in essence, a prostitute." Thus, she is severely exploited in two 

respects. During her breakdown she curses about "mprofessionalism,~' but as she is 

complicit in Truman's deception, she is not the intended object of our sympathy. 

Fominately, this event results in her removal fiom the show and saves her nom yet 

another horrific 'Vole." Christof had been planning the fmt on-air conception of a child. 

Undeterred by this setback, Christof hires another woman to become Truman's wife to 

complete this project. Thus, the film reinforces the regressive notion that a woman's 

worth is defined by her ability to produce children, and in this case, to provide a "normal" 

and "ideal" life for Truman. 

ïhe Truman Show is often lauded as a critique of mass culture and conformism. 

However, like Starship Troopers, what it fails to critique or parody is never discussed by 

the critics. The film never addresses constructions of gender d e s .  It never questions 

what the creation of an "ideal" and "normal" life means for Truman's wife. Nor does the 

film address the fact that she rides a bike to work while he drives a car, that she prepares 

dinner while he does the landscaping, why she happens to be employed as a nurse (Fig. 

14) - one of the only appropriate jobs for women during the 1950s - and he works for an 

insurance Company where the only other female employee at his level was placed there 

for the purpose of becoming his next love interest. In Truman's world, men and women 

work in their respective gender-appropriate positions. Perhaps in this world, a female bus 

- - - -  - . -- - 

3 Sabtml>. 
19 - Some critics claim that Truman and Meryk have never had sex. This is false because - in the twenty 
seconds allotted to the issue - the two secunty gmds cornplain: "You never see anything. They tum the 
camesa, the wind blows and the curtains move ..." Roger Ebert, of ail the critics, has addresseci the issue 
most completely by stating: "Meryl [...] is a diable pro (which raises the question. unanswered. of their 
sex lifc)." Roger Ebert. "Rev. of The Truman Show." The Chicago Sun Times Online 10 May 1999 
http~/www.suntimes.com/ebert/ebert-~viewsi 1998/06/06052S1'htmb. 



driver or male nurse would be considered abenant and thus a threat to the balance of 

Seahaven. 

Several critics descnbe this world as idealised. Peter Rainer reports that 

"(e)verybiing about Truman's world is honeyed - it's like a '50s sitcom in a Norman 

Rockwell townscape. It's al1 too good to be me, and sure enough, it tums out to be a 

fabrication [. . .] Everything is so idealized that it's eerie.'" This notion of idealism 

stems fiom the 1950s. The subject, exclusively male, owns a house, a car, has steady 

employment and a wife who can bear children. This pst-war goal has, however 

superficially, been achieved by Truman. Seahaven's (and in a sense Truman's) architect, 

Christof, tells Truman just as he is about to escape that there is "no more truth out there 

than the world I created for you in here." The audience is never show much of the 

outside world, only a few select individuals in their homes or places of employment. 

This provides an oppomioity for the viewer to imagine Truman's outside world as their 

own and may result in one of ~o effects on the spectator. First, that so many indicators 

of a (nostalgic) past are ensconced in Seahaven, may permit the audience to identi@ 

Seahaven not as a separate concurrent/contemporary dimension but as their own past, 

thus enabling them to identify with the idealism represented. This effectively makes the 

viewer ambivalent about Truman learning the "truth," causing the viewer to question 

which "reality" is preferable. However, these nostalgic indicators might also reaffm the 

present that the audience inhabits and cause them to criticise the fabricated past as a veil 
4 

capable of hiding dark history. Although I believe that, considering the overall value of 

Seahaven - and the fact that Christof, however misguided and reprehensible he may 



seem, wants to give Tnunan the best - the former is more likely the case. 

The scenario of a fabricated p s t  hiding dark secrets is more appropriate when 

considering the nanative of Pleasantville. Written and directed by Gary Ross, 

Pleusontville follows the adventures of two 1990s teenagers as they transform the world 

of the 1950s sitcom to which they are unwittingiy transported. A TV technician (Don 

Knotts) gives the siblings a special remote control which launches them into their 

television set (Fig. 15). Upon entering this fantasy world, David (Tobey Maguire) 

becomes "Bud" and his sister Jennifer (Reese Witherspoon) becomes "Mary Sue." They 

believe that, in order to escape, they must assume the personae of these two characters 

and abide by the d e s  of their new family headed by "George" (William H. Macy) and 

his wife "Betty" (Jorn Allen). Success at film festivals launched this 1998 pmduct into 

the mainstream where it received favourable reviews and countless cornparisons to the 

manufactured blockbuster, The Truman Show. L ike 7he Truman Show, Pleasuntville 

addresses the notion of altemate redities and the potential of the individual to escape 

from or alter contrived environments. 

It is not long before the 1990s siblings reject their seemingly utopian environment 

and become the catalysts for significant change. Tùe TV technician scolds hem for the 

damage they inflict, but the teenagers realise that this damage is actually progress and 

improvement. lmprovement is definecl by the film as consciousness. Although everyone 

has been perfectly content in the original environment, knowledge or conscioumess of 

their place within it and thus the power to change their lives is an improvement. The 

mark of change in the film is colour. As individuals transform themselves or pursue their 

inner and formerly latent desires, they and their surroundings transfom firom black and 



white to colour (Fig. 16). Despite opposition on the part of certain members of the 

community, eventualiy al1 inhabitants of Plemtvil le are "coloured" and a "bette? 

utopia is formed. 

Interpreting Pfeasantville simply as a triumph of the individual spirit with a 

nonconfonnist message will lead to some problems. There are frequent allusions to 

historie events such as the American Civil Rights movement, Kristallnacht, book 

bumings, recent attempts to ban certain novels h m  schools, and the sexual revolution of 

the 1960s that add a significant political dimension. General messages are evident in the 

representations of these moments of the past, with the celebration of freedorn of speech 

king foregrounded. However, fixedom of speech entails that al1 individuah have 

fkedom of speech not just those whose speech emulates the moral majority. Thus, 

regardless of how offensive the views of the remaining "black and white" citizens may 

be, if their actions are a reflection of theu '?rue7' beliefs, then their violent reactions to 

change should "colourise" them. Reading Pleasantville solely as a political text lauding 

American constitutional fkeedoms also reveals several inconsistencies. Why does sexual 

liberation allow one person to turn to colour while prudence and the denial of sexuaiity 

tums another? Why, if some follow their desires, does the idy ilic town become a place of 

chaos, but when al1 follow their individual desires, everyone suddenly coexists in 

harmony ? 

Attempting to reconcile the individualistic tone with the broader political 

messages is possible when writer Gary Ross's own position is considered. Like his 

formerly "grey-listed" filmmaker father Arthur Ross, Gary Ross is described by David 



Walsh as a "socially concemeci liberal."24 Walsh explains that Ross is a former 

speechwriter for Michael Dukakis and Bill Clinton and that he acted as a delegate for Ted 

Kennedy during the 1980 Demucratic convention? Regarding Pleasantvifle as the 

creation of a staunch Democrat effectively erases many of the initial incongruities in its 

message? Furthemore, it reveals the purpose and significance of the 1950s in the film. 

In this film, the construction of a 1950s sitcom functions as a metaphor for the neo- 

Conservative face of the Republican mandate. 1 will discuss how the sitcom format of 

the film contributes to this metaphor, and how the representations of art and gender 

replace the repressive '50s with nothing more than a slightly less repressive '50s. 

Though it had the potential to address interesthg and significant questions about 

the medium of television, the construction of the sitcom was a strategy that enabled the 

filmmaicers to benefît from the wide range of issues customarily foregrounded in this 

genre and to expose the fallaciousness of the nostalgic perceptions of the 1950s that neo- 

conservatives often appeal to as the b a e r  tirne that we ought to r e m  t a  The focus on 

the family unit and its interaction in a public sphere involving the neighbourhood, 

religious institutions, places of employment and places of consumerism, allowed the 

sitcom and melodrama genres to confront the variety of issues involving these aspects of 

life. However, what exposes Pleasontville as a political text as opposed to a satire of 

1950s television is its avoidance of issues that define 1990s sitcoms and melodramas: 

abortion, homosexuality, suicide, crises of single andor unemployed individuals, and on 

24 David Walsh, "A Pale Refldon," World Socialist Web Novaber 1 1, 1998 ~http://wvw.wsws.otg! 
arts/ l998/novl9~8lple-nll .stitml>. 

Walsh n.pag. 
By extension, it also reveals the incongruities in the Demmtic party platform. 



occasion, class." The avoidance of these issues by a film seemingly addressing the 

spectrum of social debates suggests a nurnber of possibilities. The focus on issues centrai 

to 1950s politics such as gender d e s ,  race, and family values in 1990s political debates 

suggests that the '50s does have a significant presence in the '90s ancilor that more 

controveaial issues are avoided because Ross' views would undermine his original 

"subversive" intentions. Moreover, addressing topics such as ciass, abortion or 

homosexuality would reveal that his liberal doctrine may belong more to the right than to 

the left. 

Employing a 1950s sitcom to serve as the metaphor for nostalgie misconceptions 

of the past is a clever and effective strategy. On the surface, and in contrast to the 

present, Pleusantville appears to be a utopia. Early in the film the social ills of the 1990s 

- including AIDS, fimine, global warming, and unemployment - are catalogued. Family 

life in Pleusuntuille is starkly contrastecl with David's own in two opening scenes. David 

increases the volume on the television set in an attempt to dmwn out the sounds of his 

mother's tirade at her ex-husband for failing to fulfill custody responsibilities so instead 

we hear both of Bud's parents effisively praising their son's academic achievements. In 

another instance David demonstrates his knowledge of PlemantviIle trivia by recounting 

the episode where Bucl's parents return early fiom their vacation out of concem for their 

children, while his own mother makes concerted attempts to escape for the weekend with 

a considerably younger man. This initial opposition between the "good" 1950s and the 

%ad" 1990s is gradually chailenged as the introduction of 1990s elements into the 1950s 

world reveal the latter to be a façade. Though happy, the inhabitants of Pleu.santville 

An effcctve satire might have involvcd the jirxtaposition of a discussion of abortion betwcm the 
characters of Father Kjwws Best. 



discover that they can be even more happy. Eventually, the opposition is reversed and 

the 1950s are cast as "bad" in cornparison with the newly introduced elements of the 

1990s. Those opposed to the change attempt to erase it by destroying art, burning books, 

and harassing those who have accepted the "1990s." However, the film concludes by 

reconstructing Pleasanntille as  a utopia founded on the "good" of both decades. 

Art plays a significant role in the narrative of Pleusantville. Like literature, it is a 

previously absent fonn of expression that entices certain inhabitants - specifically Bill 

(Jeff Daniels) - but is subsequently banned by the mayor Big Bob (J.T. Walsh). It is the 

act that tmsforms Bill into colour and, following the typical Hollywood formula, 

becomes such an integral part of his being that he cannot stop. However, "art" is 

narrowly defmed by the filmrnaker. Its value is based solely on its visual qualities and 

primarily the use of colour. The conceptual dimension of art is ignored as is any work 

that is not two-dimensional, painted, and despite certain abstract and cubist elements, 

involves a representational and recognisable subject matter (Fig. 17). After Bill 

confesses that his favourite tirne of year is Christmas because he is allowed to paint 

decorations on his diner windows, Bud brings him an art history book. For the fust time 

Bill sees art in colour and is rendered breathless. Examples shown include Masaccio's 

Expulsionfrorn Eden, a Rembrandt SeFPortrait, Titian's Venus of Urbino, Turner's Roin 

Stem a d  Speed, Monet's Waterlilies, and several works by Picasso and Cézanne. He is 

transfued by the power of Picasso's imagery and uses Cézanne's still life works as 

practice guides. Bill becomes increasingly attracted to Betty and, after they begin an 

&air. he paints a Life-size nude portrait of her on the windows of his establishment. This 



causes outrage in the Pleasantville community that quickly escalates into a riot. Citizens 

throw rocks and chairs at Betty's portrait until it is completely destroyed. 

Not only did this portrait foster controversy in Pleasantville, but among the film 

critics as well. Bob Fenster of the Arizona Republic felt that the film was misrated at 

PG- 13 because it contained enough nudity to warrant an R cating.'' However, the portrait 

of Betty was the only nudity in the film. When Bud and Bill decide to paint a mural of 

the recent events and changes in PIeasannille on the brick wall of the police station, they 

are charged and put on trial. Although the creation of art as a controversial activity 

addresses current debates surroundhg censorship, what is defmed as controvenial and 

more importently a triumph of fitedom of expression in the face of controversy and 

hostility, seems absurd. The nature and circumstances of Bill's rejection of repressive 

artistic codes and conventions, a defiance likely expected to gamer audience support, was 

accomplished by Manet over a century ago. As Bill flips through the art book for the fint 

tirne he pauses at Titian's 1538 Venus of Urbino. His pitrait of Betty is an obvious copy 

of this work and bears many visual and conceptual similarities to Olympia, Manet's 1863 

rendition of the Venus figure. Like Olympia, the reclining Betty stares directly and 

defiantly at the viewer, a rejection of artistic convention that stirred controversy in the 

late nineteenth century. What also added to the outrage over Manet's work was his 

decision to represent a prostitute. Betty too, is a "fallen" woman. The portrait was 

painted either immediately before or after she consummated her afFair with Bill. Thus, 

Bill's heroic defiance of convention, an act facilitated by Bud's "1990s" advice, was in 

fact an accomplishment of the last century. 

a BOb Fenster, "Clever Plearamiile picks up whm T m  Show lefi off," The Arizona Re~ublic 
October 23, 1998 ~http~l~~~..azcen~.cm/deptslrn~viedrevi~WS/ 1023 Plemmtville.shtml>. 



On a general level, the film's approach to art may simply be an attempt to urge 

people to express themselves regardless of the limits that cultural conventions impose. 

However, PIeusantville does set a limit. It does not attempt to force such a restriction but 

rather mocks what it deems inappropriate for art. Following the destruction of Bill's 

diner, Bud and several othea collaborate to fuc the damage. They pile sections of an old 

white picket fence and other debris over an opening. Bud and Bill stand in fiont of it and 

admire it as though it were a work in a gallery. Bud then jokingly comrnents: "This is 

good, just do it?" The two men then share a laugh at the prospect of their repair job being 

art. Clearly, this is stretching the lirnits of what art ought to be. For Bill, art is 

representational, a persona1 expression of his loves and desue, and unfailingly, as 

colourfûl as possible. 

Colour serves an additional purpose in the film. Colour represents change. It 

signifies the triumph of individual fieedom, of consciousness, and the courage of people 

to escape the comfort of the status quo. 1 suspect that Bill's character is somewhat 

autobiographical. Bill's love for colour and view of art ahos t  solely in tems of what its 

hues can accomplish seem to parallel Ross's own celebration of colour and the effects of 

vibrant shades against black and white (Fig. 18). Both are attentive to their immediate 

environment and attempt to experience theu surroundings anew by focussing on the 

colour. In contrast with other recent films, Pleusmhtille does have certain experimental 

qualities and perhaps Ross sees hirnself as the artist challenging convention. Roponents 

of confomism target and harass those who enjoy or have effected change, but those who 

possess the cornage to initiate the transformations are the only ones who can enjoy the 



beauty of colour and see its superiority to black and white." Signs waming "No 

coloreds" begin to appear in storefiont windows and Bud is taunted by the appropriately 

named "Whitey" for having a "cololired" girlfiend (Fig. 19)? 

Margaret, Bud's "coloured" girlfkiend, reaffirms the notion that consciousness or 

knowledge of one's situation is the prerequisite to change. AAer Bud explains that his 

world is often dangerous and unpredictable, she exclaims how wonderful that must be. 

Furthemore, in a scene with blatant religious connotations, Margaret picks a red apple 

from a tree and urges Bud to take it in an attempt to alleviate his distress at remaining in 

black and white. Later, the TV technician confronts Bud , signaling out this moment as 

an example of what he is doing wrong and how he is destroying the serenity of 

~leusantville.~' Mmgaret is not represented as an evil or weak temptress in this scene, 

but possesses a chaste and innocent quality. She is sirnply trying to help Bud after he has 

helped Pleerantville. The original temptress that compromised the balance of 

Pleasantville was Jennifer as Mary Sue (Fig. 20). Despite the representation of sex as a 

catalyst for positive change and liberation, the role that women play in these 

tmsfomations and the construction of gender in the füm is often ambiguous. 

Although David and Jemifer both enter and effect change in the 1950s sitcom 

world of Pleasantville, David is clearly the protagonist. While Iennifer experiences an 

almost complete transformation of her values, Bud's change is gradua1 and minimal. 

These are constmcted as necessary changes because Jemifer is represented as 

-- -- 

" The black and white vs. colour dichotomy also serves another rather l i t d  metaphorid purpose. Black 
and white suggests the distiact categories of nght and wrong in Plearrmr~ille while colour suggests 
piuraiism and the possibility of several "tnnhs." However, by the end of the film, the impmved 
Plea~mhrille's ''pldism" reflects a very limited palette. 
so Despite thme obvious allusions to segregation, the issue of race was neva developed. Nor is the fact that 
Pleapmtviile remains exclusively white evai after its "improvementstsn 

This scem is fomhadowed by Masaccio's 1427 h o  The Erpusionfiom Eden xtn in Bill's art book. 



unsympathetic, demanding* and fkivolous, whereas David is socially awkward but good 

natureù. As Mary Sue, it was Jemifer's inability to control her libido that caused the h t  

specks of colour to appear. She was sexually aggressive in her 1990s world as well as in 

the 1950s world and her transformation to colour was effected by her renunciation of this 

behaviour in favour of leaming. She explains: 4 did the dut thing. It got kinda old." 

Initially, Mary Sue as the whore was contrasted with Betty the vugin. Once Mary Sue 

explains the mechanies of sex to a naNe Betty, Betty retreats to her bathroom to attempt 

sexual self-gratification. Immediately thereafter she commits a d ~ l t e r y ~ ~  Although her 

actions are in part her liberation, she nevertheless has becorne the whore (as evidenced by 

Bill's copy of Manet's Olympia) and Mary Sue the vugin. The median is, of course, 

desired. Thus, just as the film defines what is appropriate for art, it also defmes the 

extent of women's sexual liberation. Mary Sue's initial aggressiveness - pehaps intended 

to signify the 1960s sexual revolution - is too much, whereas Betîy's complete ignorance 

of sex - intended to signify (rather falsely) 1950s sexual repression - is not enough." 

While Betty's sexual liberation preceded her escape frorn her narrowly defined 

roles as wife and mother, the film is carefil not to irnplicate her husband George for her 

past tepressive life. Although at f i t  demanding about his dinner - pleas that seem more 

for continuity than for food - he becomes a pathetic sou1 lost without his wife. He 

transforms into colour when Bud facilitates his realisation that he misses not only the 

cooking and cleaning, but Beqts  Company as well. Despite Betty's liberation, she still 

" Consequently, her newly attained "geuder comciousnessn does not liberate her fimm hm husband, but 
simply gives her the courage to leave him and enter a new relationship. Paradoxically, this might suggest 
dependence, no t independence. 
'' Essentidy, the prefeired median is w k  Robin Morgan rcfm to as the "uabeatable Madonna-whore 
combinacion." She continues, Yo win approvd we must be both sexy and wholesome, delicate but able to 
cope, demure yet titiiiatingly bitchy." Robin Morgan in Susan Douglas, Wh- the Girls Are: Growinn UD 



prepares several days worth of food for George, and when wishing Bud well on his trip 

back to the 1990s, both Betty and Margaret prepare him a parce1 of food for his joumey. 

Consequently, while seemingly proposing women's liberation fiom repressive gender 

roles, too much liberation is not condoned. 

Altbough the film manages to constnict rather regressive notions of art and gender 

as progressive, several critics were upset by the more controveaial elements of the film 

and, specifically, the use of the 1950s as a metaphor for oppressiveness. Many were 

quick to defend the (nostalgically manufactured) values of the 1950s. Sam Adams 

reminds us that "[tlhere is no uncertainty, there are no existentid crises: everyone knows 

who they are and what they do. From a certain point of view, it's paradise. No divorces, 

no drive-by shootings, no presidential sex scandais: who wouldn't envy its citizens and 

their perfect little ~ o r l d ? ' ~  Philip Booth explains that "Pleasantville eventually r e m s  

to its harmonious, although newly enlightened, state of grace. The film, though, never 

quite regains its original charm. Maybe fantasies shouldn't be toyed with, after a ~ i . " ~ ~  It 

is difficult and quite disturbing to consider how one might consider the 1950s sitcom 

world of Pleasantville paradise or a fantasy. One must ask: for whom? Additional 

comments include Richard Corliss' remarks that "it can also be argued that the opening of 

those emotional pores brought a more debased culture: h g  epidemics, teen pregnancy, 

splatter movies, penis-size jokes on every sitcorn, Marilyn Manson and Monica 

Lewinsky. Perhaps the four-letterization of Amenca was not an unalloyed blessing, and 

- - - - - -- 

Female with the Mass Media (New Y o d ~  Random Houe, 1994) 158. These sentiments were expressed by 
Morgan during her campaigns against the Miss Amenca pageant. 
Y Sam Adams, uReaiity Invades the Biack and White World of a Happy TV Sitcorn." City P a ~ r  1998 
~h~.JJ~~~.citypaper~dmovies/P/p1easantviUe/~html~. '' Philip Booth, ''Channing prrsntation of Life's many cclours," Orlando Weeldv 1998 4ttp.Jfwww. 
orl~doweekly.codmovies/rievieWS/revie~.asp?m0vie+242~. 



the handing of artistic fieedom to an infantile culture was not a wise gifi."36 Perhaps we 

should ask Mr. Corliss about the overwhelming incidence of dmg abuse and alcoholism 

that resulted fiom the repressive lives and roles forced on women and the fact that the age 

of giving biah was lower on average then than now. Furthmore, one wonders why he 

blarnes Monica Lewinsky for the debasement of culture and not Bill Clinton. 

Consequently, the cesolutions to the issues addressed in PleusmtviZle - gender, 

race, freedorn of expression etc. - are achieved by the triumph not necessarily of 

liberalism, but of a liberalism modified by certain conservative traditions. The result is a 

political message that emulates the 1990s Democratic platfonn that has in recent years, 

and perhaps ironically as a result of the revival of the 1950s. becorne more conservative. 

The nostalgie picme of the 1950s that is revealed to be a lie in order to critique the 

Republican platform, is ultimately treated as a partial truth required to inform the 

"correct" perspectives on the issues addressed. An analysis of the film's representation of 

art and gender exposes this tendency. The film celebrates a notion of progress so slight 

that it succeeds in positing a revised definition of progress itself. Ross's version of 

progress can only be interpreted as such because it is constructed as an improvement over 

that which is presented as extremely oppressive. His choice of the '50s as the 

embodiment of repression was effective. As previously noted, it is often considered the 

era during which the United States came closest to embmcing fascism and, according to 

Betty Friedan, feminist advances of the previous decades were virtually erased. 

However, in cornparison with many current (and even not so current) perceptions of art 

and gender, 1 would argue that Ross's "progress" is actually regressive. By replacing an 

absence of art with a certain type of art and by taming Jemifer's aggessive sexuaüty, he 

'6 Corliss apag. 



denouoces 1960s responses to the 1950s as too extreme. Essentially, he reafFmns the 

present. But the present he reaffirms is inforrned by aspects of the 1950s he originally 

sought to disredit. 

Although the '50s that have emerged in the '90s are often based on film and 

television stereotypes created during the post-war era, modifications to these stereotypes 

have necessarily occuned during the last forty years. The '50s never disappeared 

completely only to retum today. Aspects of '50s culture predate the 'SOS, such as 

"Swing," and prevail in subsequent decades, sometimes as an artefact closely associated 

with the 1950s, and sometimes as an icon or object without a specific temporal reference. 

Thus, the 1990s' version of the '50s is defined not only by certain '90s perspectives, but 

also by the way the '50s have been revived during the '60s, '70s, and '80s. The '70s 

especially had a fascination with the '50s as evidenced by the release of Greme. To what 

extent does this perception of the '50s inform our current one? Are we experiencing a 

nostalgia for the '70s version of the 30s? How does this version of the '50s compare 

with Swing or Lounge culture? The latter has enjoyed sustained success as a component 

of the social scene and social role playing. However, what has sustained it is likely its 

transfomative ability to suit the era it inhabits. Thus, the '50s Lounge culture that has 

corne to the foregound in 1990s culture is the product of its evolution, artempts at 

authenticity by 1990s culturat engineers, and stereotypical visions of the decade that the 

1990s deem usefil. At some fi\- stage, it might be usefut to examine how what seems 

so distinctly '50s in The Truman Show and Pleasantwille has evolved into its current 

form. What are the subtle differences between Bud and Mary Sue's sitcom world and the 

ones constructed in Leave it to Beaver or The Donna Reed Show? And how do these 
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differences affect the film's critique of a '90s conservatism which is embedded in the 

visual representation of the pst-war era? 



Fig. 3.1. Sue (Patrick Van Hom), Trent (Vince Vaughn). and 
Mike (.ion F a m u )  play Sega Hockey. 
Source: Mllamax, Swingers, 1996. 

Fig. 3.2 Mü<e (Jan F a m u )  and Trent (Vince Vaughn) travel 
to Las Vegas. 
Source: Miramax, Swingers, 1996. 



Fig. 3 -3. Trent (Vince Vaughn) and Mie (Jon Favreau) 
and Trent in Las Vegas. 
Source: Mirarnax, Swingers, 1996. 

Fig. 3.4. MiEre (Jon Favreau) and Lorraine (Heather 
Graham) 
Source: MYamax, Swingers, 1996 



Fig. 3.5. Hannah Gill as "Meryi" (Laura Linney) 
and Truman Burbank (Jirn C m y )  in a 
flashback. 
Source: Paramount, The Tmman Show, 1998. 

Fig. 3.6. Truman's mother (Hoiland Taylor), 
Truman (Jim Carrey) and Meryl (Laura Linney) 
Source: Paramount, The Tmmm Show, 1 996. 

Fig. 3.7. Tnnnan (fim Carrey) l aves  for work. 
Source: Paraniount, Ttre Tmmm Show, 1998. 



Fig. 3.8. The command centre of the 'Truman 
Show." 
Source: Paramount, The Truman Show. 1998. 

Fig. 3.9. The business district of Seahaven. 
Source: Paramount, The Tnrman Show, 1998. 1 

Fig. 3.10. Seahaven 
Source: Patamount, The Trwnan Show, 1998. 



Figs. 3.1 1 and 3.12. Truman's audience. 
Source: Paramount, The Tmmm Show, 1998, 



Fig. 3, f 3. Meryl (Lam Limey ) 
Source: Paramount, The T ~ m a n  Show, 1998. 

Fig. 3. M. Meryi (Lam Linney) and Truman (Jim 
Carrey) 
Source: Paramount, The Tmman Show, 1998. 



Fig. 3.15. TV technician @on ffiotts) and David (Tobey Maguire) 
Source: New Line Cine- Pleasantuille, 1998. 

Fig. 3.16. George (Wiliam H. Macy) and Betîy (Joan Men) 
Source: New Line Cinema, PJeman~l*lle, 1998. 



Fig. 3.17. A portrait of ktty (Joan Men) paintaxi by 
Bill (Jeff Daniels). 
Source: New Line Cinema, Pleasamille, 1998, 

Fig. 3,18. Colour begins to sppear in the black-and-white 
world of Pleasanntilfe. 
Source: New Line Cinema, Ple~sont~iile, 1998. 
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Fig. 3. t 9. David as "Bud" (Tobey Maguh) and Margaret 
(Marley Shelton) 
Source: New Line Cinema, P lerxranhrille, 1 998. 

P 

l Fig. 3.20. David (Tobey Maguire), Margartt (Marley 
Shelton), and Jemifer (Reese Witherspoon) 1 Source: New Like Cinema, Pleasan~viille, 1998. I 



Conclusion: 
"We would like to thank the Department of Defense..." 



The list is ofien quite long. Depariment of Defense, Amy,  Navy, Police, and 

corporate entities are sometimes all included in the credits of films as those "we would 

like to thank." The implications of this are significant. Russell Shah States that the 

Pentagon supported 45% of al1 war films produced nom 1948 to 1962.' Support, he 

explains, can take many fonns. Financial aid, technical advice, historical information, 

the expertise of personnel (e.g. pilots), permission to film in certain areas or structures, 

and the temporary loan of military equipment are among the variety of ways that 

corporations and govemment agencies can be involved in the production of a film. 

However, their assistance cornes with an expected price. It is unlikely that the military 

would allow the use of a stealth plane if the narrative involved a critique of steaith 

technology, its failures, and its high cost to tax payers.2 Likewise, Nike would probably 

refuse to sanction the appearance of their products in a narrative exposing the human 

rights violations of mulîinationals in the developing world. 

However, lately, certain films clearly "assisted" by govemment institutions seem 

to critique the practices and actions of the state. As the titk suggests, Compiracy Theoty 

(1 997), traces the adventures of Jerry (Me1 Gibson), a man harbouring a pathological 

obsession with govenunent cover-ups. This interest is a consequence of his victimisation 

by the C M  who exposed him to mind control experiments designed to transform ordinary 

individuals into assassins. The audience is led to believe that the state is responsible for 

this reprehensible atroci~ until near the end of the film when it is revealed that a rogue 

CIA agent was conducting these experiments without the agency's knowledge or 

' Russell E. Shain, "Hollywood's Cold War," J o d  of Po~ukr Film 3.4 (1974) 345. 
* An e p d e  of the television series Jag that containeci footage of a steaith aimait declarcci that "Gulf War 
Syndrome" was a myth. 



approval. Moreover, it is another govenunent institution described as the "uncle in the 

intelligence Edmiy that no one talks about," that eventually saves the protagonist and 

gives him a chance to start a new iife and to bring those responsible to justice. 

Just as Pleasuntville appears to limit the definition of "progress," füms like 

Conspiracy Theory seem to limit the defmition of "criticism." In fact, news agencies also 

participate in this suspect self-critical trend. Following events that elicit charges of media 

saturation, networks tend to devote propmming time to the media's role in disasters. 

However, by orchestrathg their own criticism, they can selectively choose what to 

discuss and what not to discuss, while suggesting that their self-analysis has been 

thorough. For example, CNN offered the public an "inside," self-reflexive view of the 

making of their educational docurnentary Cold War (1 998) to fully disclose their research 

methods. However, theu cleverly manipulative strategies for visually structuring bias 

and propaganda were conveniently omitted. Occasionally, mainstream television 

prognuns and Hollywood cinema will contain moments of dissent. Apparently, Rupert 

Murdoch has rather ambivalent feelings towards his network's television series The 

Sinipsons and the X-Files. Although they are Fox's highest grossing shows, their lefist 

and anti-government sentiment are antithetical to his own conservative politics. Wug the 

Dog (1 997) and Bulworth (1998) also contain uncharacteristically harsh criticism of 

American politics. The former, an eene premonition given the recent scandal in the 

White House, involved the clandestine Hollywood production of a war to divert attention 

fkom the president' s involvement with a teenage girl just before an election. The latter 

documented a Senator's moments of conscience as he divulged the sinister alliances 

between govemment and corporations. Although the focus was on the institutionalised 



racism sanctioned by the policies of both the Democrats and Republicans, the film also 

contained what Dan Georgakas described as what may be a record for Hollywood: "The 

word socialism slips out positively twi~e."~ 

Despite the refkeshingly different political commentary that these two films 

present, Wug the Dog and, to a lesser extent, Buhuorth, fail to address, and in the case of 

the former, even reaffirm, gender stereotypes and the marginalisation of women in 

Hollywood narratives. Socially conscious cinema is not a recent trend for Hollywood, 

nor is the practice of targeting one issue at the expense of another. Fears of technology 

under corporate control and malignant govemrnents were ofken foregrounded in science 

fiction narratives and questions of gender equality were addressed in (predorninantly 

television) movies during the 1980s. Perhaps the reason why Wag the Dog and Bulworth 

have sparked controversy and provoked their premature removal from theatres is that, 

like Bastard Out ofCarolino. in cornparison with recent trends that celebrate 

conservatism, they are aberrant. Another parallel that can be cited between the '50s and 

the '90s is the current trend that emulates the post-war tendency for popular culture to 

offer "an inundation of propagandistic images which urged public thought to support 

unquestioningly the policies of the United States govemment.'d Recent examples include 

Annageddon (1998), Air Force One (1997), and Independence Day (1996). 

Because there is a profusion of Hollywood films that revive a nostalgic view of 

the '50s, those that criticise the '50s seem to draw attention. These critical films, such as 

Bastard Out of Carofina. are often deemed controversial since they challenge 

Dan Georgalras, "Wamn Beatty's Bulworth: Reviving the Sixties," Cineaste 24.1 (1998): 10. 
J. Fred MacDonald, "The CoId War as Entertainment in 'Fies Television," Journal of Po~ular Film and 

Television 7.1 (1978): 4. 



conventional representations of the pst-war era. Furthemore, since films rejecting the 

perceptions of the 1950s as "good," "decent," and "prosperous" are seen by extension as 

rejecting something positive, they become suspect. Films that simply allude to the '50s 

without referencing them directly, by employing visual clues such as Technicolor or 

narrative clues such as post-war gender stereotypes and quasi-fascist political ideology, 

are especially capable of entrenching a '50s ethic in the 1990s. In these cases. the '50s 

are not part of a past, but often what is considered "gooâ" about the present. 

Consequently, it seems that both the past (nostalgie narratives set in the '50s) and aspects 

of the present that show continuity with that past serve as support for an acceptable 

conservatism in opposition to an unacceptable and transgressive socialism, or political 

correctness, or even liberalism. 

1 suspect few would debate the power of film. It can incite, reflect, influence, 

educate and entertain. That hfluential aspects of political ideology can be subtiy 

ensconced in entertainment is a significant ability of the medium that requires continual 

scnithy. It is an ability however, that could - without the concerns of profit motivation 

and the exorbitant capital required to produce film - benefit both supporters of the status 

quo as well as dissenting and marginalised voices. Whether it is Invasion ofthe Body 

Snatchers ' (1 956) denunciation of Communism thmugh a science fiction narrative, 

Disney's inscription of gender inequality in weU known fajr tales, or Vampires ' (1998) 

thinly veiled violent misogyny, potent messages lie beneath a surface of spectacle, 

eiumph, and visual beauty . 
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Appendir 1: The '50s in '90s Film 

1'11 Fly Away (1 99 1) 
China Cry: A True Story 
(1991) 
Le Confessional (1 995) 
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Lipstick on Your Coiiar 
(1993) 
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Polly: Cornin' Home! (1990) 
On the Air ( 1 992) 
Blind Faith ( 1 998) 
Sraindead ( 1992) 
The Slab Boys (1997) 
This Boy's Life (1993) 
Havana (1 990) 
'the bon Giant ( 1999) 
Kundun (1 997) 
Under Suspicion (1 992) 
Wrestling with AUigators 
(1 998) 
Witch Hunt (1994) 
Your Studio and You (1995) 
Citizen Cohn (1992) 
Book of Love (1990) 
Maria Antonia (1991) 
Let Him Have It (1991) 
The Playboys ( 19%) 
Quiz Show (1 994) 
The Reflecting Skin (1 990) 
Rougfi Magic (1 995) 
School Ties (1 992) 
Signing Off ( 1996) 
Tribulation 99: Alien 
Anomalies Under Amenca 
( 1 992) 
Ed Wood (1  994) 
Guilty by Suspicion (1 99 1)  
Heavenly Creatures (1 994) 
LA. Contideatid (1997) 
Inventîng the Abbotts ( 1997) 
Big Night (1996) 
Bastard Out of Carolina 
(1 996) 
Grease (re-reteased 1998) 
Forrest Gump (1 994) 
Pleasantville (1 998) 

Remake of 1950s Texts 

Coins in the Fountain (1 990) 
Attack of the SOft Wornan 
(1 993) 
Maverick (1 994) 
Gumby: The Movie (1995) 
Invasion of the Body 
Snatchers ( 1993) 
Captain Car1 Stormer and 
His Country Buckaroos 
(1991) 
Gunsmoke: The Last Apache 
(1 990) 
Sabrina (1995) 
12 Angry Men (1997) 
Suddenly Last Summer 
(1993) 
The Shaggy Dog (1 994) 
Diabolique (1 996) 
The Puppet Masters ( 1 994) 
Leave it to Beaver ( 1997) 
Gozilla (1998) 
Demis the Menace ( 1993 and 
19%) 
A Bucket of Blood (1 996) 
Wyatt Earp ( 1 994) 

S wingers (1 996) 
Edward Scissorhands 
(1990) 
Pretty Woman (IWO) 
Naked Lunch (1991) 
independence Day ( 1 996) 
Mars Attacks! (1 997) 
The Truman Show (1998) 



Appendix 2: Copyright Release 

The following is an excerpt of the standard copy~&&t statement that appears on most 
web sites, and on al1 of the websites fiom which I obtained film stiils. 

"Paramount hereby grants you a personal, non-exclusive, non-assignable and non-tramferable 
license to use and display, for home, noncommercial and personal use only, one copy of any 
Material and/or software that you may download h m  this site, inciuding, but not limited to, any 
files, codes, audio or images incorporated in or generated by the software (coilectively the 
"Downloaded Material") provided, however, that you must maintain aii copyright and other 
notices containeci in such Downioaded Material. You acknowledge and agree that you may not 
sublicense, assign or otherwise tramfer this liceme or the Downloaded Matenal and that no title to 
the Downioaded Matenal has been or will be transferred to you from Paramount or anyonc else. 
You dso agree that you wiil not alter, disassemble, decompile, reverse engiaeer or othenivise 
modify the Downloaded Material." (Full text availablc at www.paramount.com) 

The following is a copy of a letter sent to production companies holding copyright on 
a11 films discussed in this thesis. 

1 am a graduate student at the University of Western Ontario currentiy compIeting a thesis on conternporary 
film. 1 wodd like to inform you that 1 plan to use film stills released during publicity campaigus appmved 
for use on personal web pages in my thesis. These images will not be used for commercial purposes and 
presentiy. 1 have no intention of submitting al1 or parts of rny document for publication. If I do not receive a 
reply h m  you, 1 will assume that I have permission to reproduce film stills h m  "x "Jilm. I am m a h g  
this assumption basai on the following excerpt h m  the Copyright Act: 

Copyright Act, Section 29: Fair Derilings 

Fair Dealinq 
Research or private sh idy  
29. Fair dealing for the purposc of research or private study does not infringe copyright. 
R.S., 1985, c. C-42, S. 29; R.S.. 1985, c. 10 (4th Supp.), S. 7; 1994, c.47, s.61; 1997, c. 24, S. 18. 
Cnricism or review 
29.1 Fair dealing for the purpose of cnticism or review does not infnnge copyright if the following are 
mentioned: 
(a) the source; and 
(b) if given in the source, the name of the 
(i) author, in the case of a work, 
(ii) perfomer, in the case of a pcrformer's performance, 
(iii) maker, in the case of a sound recordhg, or 
(iv) broadcaster, in the case of a communication signal. 
1997, c. 34, S. 18. 
The fui1 act can be found o u h e  atm htt~:il canadai ustice.~c.ca/FTP/~N/Laws/ Chap/C/C-42.txt. 

Note: I did not send Columbia Tristar a copy of this letter because 1 obtained 
permission to reproduce film stills fiom Starship Troupers through their press site. 




